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Abstract

This paper summarizes what is known about the impact of Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) in infrastructure (energy, transport, water and sanitation, and telecommunications), education, and health. It reviews evaluations of the effectiveness of PPPs and, whenever possible, the implications for coverage and affordability. For infrastructure, there is some evidence of PPPs leading to gains in labor productivity, as most transitions to private participation have entailed significant labor downsizing, but only mixed support for improvements in total factor productivity or quality, coverage, and affordability. Selection issues plague most available studies, calling for caution when considering the conclusions. For education, micro-level studies show that PPPs have the potential to increase enrollment and respond to a growing demand for education, but that their impact on educational outcomes appears to depend greatly on the institutional details and the scale of the programs considered. Finally, PPPs appear to be likely to increase socio-economic and ethnic segregation in education systems. Finally, there is inconclusive evidence of an impact of PPPs on health service utilization, the quality of services, patient satisfaction and health-related outcomes. The review points to the need to identify the reasons for service under-utilization, such as lack of information on the side of users, poor quality of services, before implementing interventions, and to combine demand- and supply-side policies if needed. Overall, more work appears to be due to rigorously evaluate the impact of PPPs, especially regarding infrastructure and health.
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1 Motivation

Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs), representing an alternative contractual arrangement to traditional public procurement, are a potentially important instrument to achieve development goals. However, there is a debate regarding their effectiveness, which has been revived by the discussion about the post-2015 development agenda. Indeed, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) include the promotion of “effective public, public-private, and civil society partnerships, building on the experience and resourcing strategies of partnerships”, making PPPs a central part of the development tool-box. In the developed world as well, policy makers often praise PPPs, but cases of large cost overruns and delays in highly visible projects also often generate controversies and doubts about their validity.

This literature review is an attempt to summarize the state of the empirical analysis about the impact of PPPs in key sectors – infrastructure (defined to encompass energy, transport, water and sanitation, and telecommunications), education, and health - while shedding light on what remains to be studied. This review focuses mostly on PPPs in developing countries, but it also draws on studies focusing on developed countries.

The economic literature has generally defined PPPs as long-term contractual arrangements between a public authority (which can be a local or a central-government agency) and a private supplier for the delivery of some services, in which the latter takes responsibility for building a piece of infrastructure, making arrangement towards the financing of the investment and then managing and maintaining this facility (Iossa and Martimort, 2015) [86].

For the purpose of this paper we will define PPPs as “any long-term contractual arrangement between a public entity, or authority, and a private entity, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk and management responsibility”\(^1\). In practice, this means that we consider contractual arrangements such as performance based management contracts, leasing (also known as affermage), franchise, concession, build-operate-transfer (BOT), and build-own-operate (BOO) (see Guasch, 2004) [71]. This de facto excludes, at one end of the spectrum, public procurement projects such as service contracts or turnkey construction contracts, and, at the other end, outright privatizations in which asset ownership is permanently transferred to the private sector\(^2\).

Overall, this rather broad definition implies that PPP contracts are not restricted to one particular sector, such as infrastructure. On the contrary, they cover a large set of potential applications, as long as they are long-term, gather private and public actors, and feature some risk sharing between the parties. As will be discussed in the


\(^2\)We will still refer to some studies that assess pure privatization cases, as these are sometimes analyzed together with a broader range of private involvement modalities.
next session, the scope of relevant PPP arrangements varies significantly across sectors.

Our main objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of PPPs. Given the diversity of sectors covered in this review, we need to define precisely for each of them which outcomes are relevant to assess the effectiveness of PPPs. For example, while traditional measures of efficiency, broadly relating to the cost of producing a given unit of quality-standardized service, are used to study infrastructure, the outcomes assessed in the education sector are generally related to enrollment rates or schooling attainment. In addition, we also discuss potential channels at play behind those impacts. Finally, whenever it is possible, we examine their implications in terms of potential trade-offs between coverage and affordability.

In a nutshell, the conclusions are the following. Regarding infrastructure, there is some evidence of PPPs leading to efficiency gains. The evidence is stronger when looking at labor productivity, a finding related to the fact that most transitions to private participation have entailed significant labor downsizing. On the other hand, there is mixed support for private participation leading to improvements in total factor productivity or quality. Overall, there is also no clear-cut conclusion regarding how PPPs have affected coverage and affordability. One must however qualify these rather inconclusive findings. Indeed, most of the available studies are plagued by selection issues, one of the main methodological challenges in the evaluation of infrastructure PPPs. Without doubt, this is the area where more work is still due.

The nature of PPPs in education is in some way allowing for a better, if not perfect, identification of their impact. A rich picture emerges from the many programs implemented and evaluated around the world. First, it seems that PPPs have the potential to increase enrollment and respond to a growing demand for education. However, more effort should be made in the future to handle migration spillovers as it is sometimes unclear whether there is an increase in overall enrollment or in enrollment in PPP schools only. Second, the impact of PPPs on educational outcomes, focusing mostly on students’ test scores, appears to depend greatly on the institutional details and the scale of the programs considered. For example, the Colombian voucher system, with its small scale and embedded incentives for students to perform, has been significantly more successful than the Chilean universal voucher program. Finally, PPPs appear to be likely to increase socio-economic and ethnic segregation in education systems, and few remedies are so far available to limit this problem.

Finally, regarding health PPPs, there is inconclusive evidence of an impact on health service utilization. This finding seems related to the fact that many interventions fail to identify whether the reasons for service under-
utilization are a lack of information on the side of users, the poor quality of services, etc. In addition, the existing evidence point to the necessity of combining demand- and supply-side policies. Regarding the quality of services, patient satisfaction and health-related outcomes, findings are again mixed and limited by the lack of data capturing health status. Pay-for-performance programs seem the most effective, thanks mostly to the additional resources being channeled to health facilities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following section describes our analytical framework by defining the outcomes we consider for evaluating effectiveness in each sector, while underlining the empirical challenge faced by such studies. Section 3 summarizes the literature covering the effectiveness of PPPs in infrastructure. Section 4 and Section 5 focus on the effectiveness of PPPs in education and in the health sector, respectively. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2 Analytical Framework

2.1 The variety of PPP arrangements

As underlined above, the main motivations behind PPPs are common to contracts in infrastructure, education, and health. However, the details of PPP contractual arrangements vary greatly across sectors. In addition, the outcomes of interest to evaluate PPPs’ impacts also differ between education, health and infrastructure. In order to identify these outcomes, we should first define what is expected from PPPs in each sector.

2.1.1 PPPs in Infrastructure

The concept of infrastructure has a wide range of definitions in the literature. In this document, infrastructure is defined as all the long lasting and sunk investments used to deliver public services in the following sectors: energy, transport, water and sanitation, and telecommunications. “Public services” include any service that the relevant government considers its responsibility to provide or ensure is provided.

The main argument in favor of PPPs in infrastructure is therefore that they can lead to efficiency gains in service delivery. A number of potential channels that are specifically relevant for infrastructure projects are worth mentioning here.\(^3\). First, given the fact that PPPs require interested private parties to step in, projects that are not profitable may fail to reach financial closure. This may represent a form of market test and go some way to

\(^3\)See for example World Bank (2014) [143]
improving project selection. This argument, however, as been shown to be valid only for projects with significant user-fee funding (Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic, 2014) [55].

Second, PPPs may offer a combination of private efficiency gains and public sector-specific choice of performance indicators, such as quality or coverage. Indeed, PPPs offer the possibility for the government to contract over defined performance requirements by tying payments and penalties to them, thus incentivizing the private operator to minimize its costs given these requirements. These incentives may lead them to exert specific efforts to reduce some of the main and recurring problems in large scale infrastructure projects, namely construction delays and cost overruns. Finally, for projects carrying substantial risks, for example in terms of demand, PPPs may allow for the allocation of that risk to the party which is in a better position to manage it.

The main argument behind the promotion of infrastructure PPPs, however, is that they may lead to efficiency gains in service delivery because the long-term nature of the contracts generates adequate incentives for private partners to internalize potential positive spillovers between the building and the operating phases of the project. Such long-term contracts may be efficiency enhancing because they incentivize the use of innovative solutions to the overall service delivery chain, a process in which private know-how and previous sector experience are thought to be of crucial importance. This rationale is at the heart of the debate on the potential efficiency gains from PPPs, and will be a major focus of this review. Note, however, that such possibility is not one-sided, and there could also be losses from bundling together project stages. PPPs with weak market test as they do not rely on user fees may end up increasing costs, as has been argued for example for projects involving the construction of prisons or large scale education or health facilities (Hart, 2003 [76]; Martimort and Pouyet, 2008 [99]).

This stands in contrast to an argument often heard from policy makers, which is that PPPs can mobilize additional financial resources, allowing the government to save on scarce and costly public resources. However, as forcefully argued by Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic (2013) [54], through PPPs the private sector does not fund public projects, it only finances them. Funding, understood as who pays for building and operating the facilities, will ultimately fall on a combination of users and taxpayers. As such, PPPs only affect the intertemporal allocation of government revenues and expenditures, but do not per se create gains in terms of the fiscal space available in present value terms, a form of ricardian equivalence. Such equivalence may not hold if there are added efficiency gains from private operations, for example in the form of the above-mentioned internalization of externalities leading to improved design at the construction stage. It is thus important to review whether PPPs actually imply
efficiency gains in the delivery of key public goods, or if they only constitute a political maneuver aimed at relaxing
governments’ current budget constraint.

Finally, it is also often mentioned that an additional cost of PPPs may stem from relying on private financial
arrangement that come at a higher cost than public ones. As explained in Fay, Martimort, and Straub (2018) [?],
this must be nuanced on at least two grounds. First, private management and private finance are not perfectly
equivalent, although of course there is some correlation. Indeed, many PPPs rely on significant shares of public
financing.4 Second, private financiers may be better able to monitor projects, resolve key information asymmetries,
and hence ensure that a more efficient financing structure is put in place. To that extent, the simple comparison
of the private and public cost of debt may not be the relevant one. More important is the fact that the implicit
benefit of private finance may come at the cost of raising user prices and subsidies, and hence excluding some of
the poorest potential consumers of services that often exhibit a rather elastic demand schedule.

This last point opens to the broader question of whether efficiency gains, whenever they exist, imply a trade-off
between access and affordability, and whether they may lead to gains along other economic and social outcomes,
such as jobs creation, poverty reduction, or health indicators.

2.1.2 PPPs in Education

PPPs in education are defined by the PPP Knowledge Lab5 as “long-term contractual relationships between the
government and a private provider for all or some part of the delivery of education infrastructure and services.”
However, this definition is large and encompasses various forms of involvement of the private sector in the educative
system. Following Patrinos et al. (2009) [121], who distinguish four main forms of PPPs in education, we will
code consider the following contracts:

- Voucher systems, in which the financing of public education is made through vouchers. In this type of systems,
  households are free to choose their children’s school, either private or public, while the government offers a
  per-student subsidy to private schools. Note that we distinguish voucher systems, in which the whole financing
  of education is made through vouchers, from other voucher schemes for which eligible families receive vouchers
  from the government, that they can use in a restricted type of schools, called voucher schools, which may
  require tuition top-ups.

4The PPI database has reported information on the financing structure of PPPs since 2015, covering a subset of over 300 projects.
The mean share of public financing in that sample is around 50 percent.
5https://pppknowledgelab.org/sectors/education (accessed on the June 28th, 2018)
• Private management of public schools, in which the government outsources the operation of public schools to the private sector. This system encompasses charter schools and concession schools.

• Government subsidies to private schools, which can take the form of per-student payments or subsidies covering teachers’ salary or textbooks’ cost.

• Private Finance Initiative (PFI), with contracts tying the building of school infrastructure to its operation and maintenance (excluding responsibility for the educational part).

The rationale behind PPPs in education is generally considered to be the following: it is a middle-ground between pure public or private provision, combining their strengths while potentially avoiding their weaknesses in the two dimensions that should be taken into account when discussing education - quantity\(^6\) and quality. In addition, introducing the PPP option in a country schooling system may provide better incentives for teachers, and generate competition between public and private schools, empowering parents and students by giving them more choice and hence greater leverage to monitor school performances.

These arguments mainly apply to voucher schools, private management of public schools, and subsidies. School PFI, on the other hand are unlikely to impact substantially the quality of the educational service provided since they do not impact incentives within schools (Hanushek, 2003) [75]. The rationale behind them is to allow private firms to internalize the positive externalities present between the construction and the maintenance of an infrastructure by bundling both in a single contract. Thus, the main advantage of PFI in education resides in their cost saving function - which might in turn marginally increases resources available for education - and not in their potential to impact educational outcomes or inequalities between students. For this reason, we choose to include PFIs in the section dedicated to PPPs in infrastructure rather than in the one covering education. The section on PPPs in education will thus only review evidence of the impacts of the provision of education by the private sector, through the first three types of contracts.

We will also follow Patrinos et al. (2009) [121] who define four main outcomes of interest: enrollment, educational outcomes such as test scores, stratification, and costs. These outcomes allow to evaluate whether PPPs successfully meet the growing demand for education without increasing geographical and socio-economic inequalities and deteriorating the overall quality of education.

\(^6\)Quantity should be understood as overall enrollment.
2.1.3 PPPs in Health

In the health sector, PPPs have traditionally been used in the provision of infrastructures, such as hospitals, through Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) contracts, in which “the private sector is contracted to rebuild or replace a public asset and maintain this asset for 20 to 30 years” (Health Research Institute, 2010) [79]. By bundling the two stages, this type of contracts aims at incentivizing the private operator to internalize positive externalities between the construction and the maintenance of health facilities, increasing construction quality and making maintenance more efficient. As for education, the main rationale for PFIs in health is thus its potential for cost-savings rather than for improving health-related outcomes, so we will include them in the section covering PPPs in infrastructure.

It seems that the future of health PPPs is in service delivery. Indeed, the Health Research Institute argues that rather than PFIs, it is mostly substituting the provision of health services from public to private operators that has the potential to create large efficiency gains. However, the definition of health PPPs has to be adjusted accordingly. In particular, health service provision does not always fit the traditional definition of PPPs in infrastructure, which insists its long-term perspective. Following recent contributions, we will also consider as PPPs more flexible, shorter term contractual arrangements, as long as they imply that public and private entities become partners and share risks. We will thus define PPPs in health more broadly as “any formal arrangement between a government and a private entity established for the purpose of providing health services” (Marek et al., 2005) [98]. This definition then encompasses both demand-side health policies, such as voucher schemes, and supply-side health policies, such as franchising.

The relevant outcomes used to evaluate the effectiveness of health PPPs change as their scope evolves. Indeed, they were traditionally evaluated through the lenses of Value for Money (VfM), comparing the expected cost of pure public provision to the expected payments made by the government to the private operator through a PPP. With the multiplication of PPPs in service provision, new outcomes have to be taken into account, such as patient satisfaction, measures of clinical performance (infection rates,...) or measures of the staff performance (absenteeism rates,...) (Health Research Institute, 2010) [79]. We restrict our attention to four types of impacts: health service use, health outcomes, targeting/stratification, and efficiency.

7 PPP Knowledge Lab: https://pppknowledgelab.org/sectors/health (lastly accessed on June 28th, 2018)
8 In a recent report, IEG (2016) underlined that “the type of health PPPs supported by the World Bank Group tend to be more short-term arrangements, compared to infrastructure PPPs".
2.2 Empirical Challenge

The goal of this review is to gather sound empirical evaluations of the impact of PPPs on the outcomes spelled out above. This requires expliciting what we define as valid, causal empirical evidence.

When evaluating the impact of a policy, one has to determine against what the comparison should be made. Usually, the comparison is made against what would have happened in the absence of the policy for the population under study, i.e. the counterfactual. The issue is that this state of the world is, by definition, unobservable, so the key to identify an impact as causal is to find the appropriate proxy for this unobserved counterfactual. Most empirical studies covering PPPs consist in anecdotal evidence and case studies, comparing outcomes before and after: these results are subject to a “time trend bias” to the extent that many other unobservable factors might evolve at the same time and impact outcomes of interest, which might be wrongly interpreted as the effect of the PPP. Such evaluations fail to identify the causal effect of PPPs and we will not include them in our review of the empirical literature.

More specifically, when studying PPPs, we are mostly interested in their impact relative to a well-defined alternative, which is what would have happened in the presence of public provision rather than PPP for the population under study. An appropriate proxy may consist in observations from a “control” group, believed to have similar characteristics than the group impacted by the PPP but for which the same service is provided by the public sector: finding such a group is at the heart of the empirical challenge faced by PPP evaluations. The issue is that most comparisons between PPPs and public providers suffer from endogeneity, which may come from three main sources: measurement errors, reverse causality and selection bias (Wooldridge, 2012) [141]. In microeconomic studies, like the ones we will focus on, the two first sources of endogeneity should be negligible. Indeed, the main explanatory variable will often be a dummy indicating whether a structure (an hospital, a school,...) is public or under a PPP contract, so that measurement errors are unlikely. On the other hand, if a measurement error affects the outcome variable (patient satisfaction, test score, etc.), this would not result in biased estimates, but simply in a less precise estimation, making it harder to detect significant effects. Reverse causality, while not excluded, should also be negligible to the extent that PPP contracts are unlikely to be causally determined by the outcomes we will focus on, but rather by more global considerations like potential profitability, global economic or social conditions, or government ideological positions. In fact this is where the key empirical challenge of PPP evaluations appears: they are likely to suffer from a selection bias as many observed and unobserved confounding factors are likely to be

9The remaining concern arises in studies that conflate different types of PPPs and pure privatization in a single category.
at play, impacting both the fact that a PPP has emerged and the outcomes of interest.

We can illustrate this selection bias in the different sectors encompassed in our analysis with a few hypothetical examples. Regarding education, it might be that voucher schools concentrate in urban areas while educational outcomes are lower for children living in rural areas. From this, a simple comparison between public and voucher schools would lead to overestimate the impact of voucher schools on educational outcomes. Fortunately, this bias would disappear by simply adding a variable for rural areas as control. However, many confounders are likely to be unobserved, making researchers unable to control for them. For example, parents caring more about their children’s education are likely to send them to voucher schools, while their higher level of investment in their children’s education is likely to result in higher test scores. The selection issue is all the more challenging because it may come from both the supply and the demand side. On the supply side, since PPPs might not be viable in any settings, they might appear only in very specific environments or circumstances and thus serve different populations than the public sector. In addition, some PPP contracts allow schools to select their students based on test scores or interviews, creating room for individual selection based on unobservables. On the demand side, students choosing to use the service provided through a PPP might have very different characteristics than the ones choosing to use public services. A related issue is that, as underlined by Patrinos et al. (2009) [121], PPP contracts creating voucher or charter schools might have broader equilibrium effects, inducing very specific students to migrate from the public to the PPP school and thus impacting the potential control schools.

Empirical evaluations of PPPs in the health sector also face what can be characterized as a double-sided selection bias issue. For example, doctors of an Indian PPP initiative designed to provide efficient and safe maternity services for poor women in remote areas of Gujarat have been shown to handle only simple deliveries, while diverting the complicated cases such as caesarean to public hospitals (Thadani, 2014) [135]. When simply comparing delivery complications in the PPP scheme and in public hospitals, one would thus overestimate the effectiveness of the former. Moreover, there is a possibility that women choosing to use the services of the PPP scheme have specific characteristics. For example, women knowing they are at-risk pregnancies and facing a higher probability of complications might be reluctant to use the free PPP scheme and might thus choose to travel to the nearest public hospital, which would reinforce the upward-bias in the estimation of PPP effectiveness.

Studies evaluating PPPs in infrastructure are at least equally likely to suffer from a selection bias. Indeed, the choice of implementing a PPP is not random and many observed and unobserved factors might be at play. For
example, PPPs have been increasingly used to address the challenge of rural electrification in developing countries, where public monopolies are often failing to connect the poor. Then, PPPs in electricity might operate in poorer areas than the ones served by the public sector. Geographical characteristics are correlated to the type of operator that self-selects in these areas (PPP or public), as well as to poverty levels. Alternatively, it might be that PPPs self-select in areas that are expected to grow faster than others, which would be unobserved by the econometrician.

In theory, an appealing way to evaluate the relative merits of PPPs and public provision would be to randomly assign public and PPPs projects to different areas. For service provision, it would in addition require to randomly assign individuals to either the public or private provider, through a two-step randomization, while taking steps to limit migration. While such Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT) might be feasible in some context, but they remain largely impracticable in most of the cases discussed below.

One thus needs to find ways to circumvent selection issues. Some of the potential sources of selection in either infrastructure, education, or health can easily be managed. Indeed, the potential confounders that are observed by the econometrician should be controlled for. However, the main sources of selection are likely to be unobservable. Usually, panel data allow for the use of fixed effects that get rid of unobserved confounding factors that are constant over time, but several issues remain. First, a non-negligible part of confounding factors are likely to vary over time. This would require resorting to alternative strategies, such as the use of instrumental variables, conditional on the fact that the instruments chosen do not violate either the relevance or exclusion restriction assumptions. Second, in many cases the variable of interest, contrasting PPPs and public operators, may be time invariant and can thus not be identified when fixed effects are included. Finally, for service provision, one solution to circumvent this issue has been to use individual-level panel data to exploit the fact that some users switch from a public to a private operator over time, but this again requires to be able to extract the exogenous part of such moves.

Overall, as underlined by Estache and Saussier (2014) [63], “the econometric evaluation of various types of PPP experiences shows indeed that the careful choice of control variables, the proper framing of the PPPs institutional and sectoral context and the careful avoidance of selection biases in sample choices matter to the conclusions reached by empirical tests of the impact of PPPs”. Identifying the causal impacts of PPPs in either education, health or infrastructure thus represents a serious empirical challenge, and it should come as no surprise that there is a dearth of econometrically convincing studies.
3 PPPs effectiveness in Infrastructure

To the extent that most economists and practitioners agree that the main potential benefits of PPPs are maximizing efficiency gains, we will first focus on the literature covering this outcome. Efficiency gains are crucial with respect to the further improvements that they allow and that are directly part of the post-2015 development agenda: coverage, accessibility, quality of services, or poverty reduction. We will study the impact of PPPs on the latter variables in a second time.

Through this review, it will appear that the academic empirical literature on the economic impact of PPPs is very limited, with most of the existing findings based on anecdotal evidence and case studies - which we will exclude - comparing outcomes before and after without a well-defined counterfactual.

3.1 Efficiency

Infrastructure efficiency is usually measured through a proxy for productivity. A commonly used measure, partly thanks to its wide availability, is labor productivity, generally using a simple ratio of labor per unit of output. When efficiency is measured with ratio of output to inputs, it is straightforward to consider it can be improved by producing the same output at a lower cost or producing more and better outputs at the same cost, although technological progress and changes in the mix of inputs used to produce the service, for example through capital intensification, can sometimes confound the comparisons.

In addition, quality is sometimes used as another proxy of efficiency. It can be measured in a number of ways. In the energy and water sectors, interruption of services and losses in the network are a first way to gauge the efficiency of service delivery. Compliance with service standards, such as voltage stability, or water potability also matters. In the transport sectors, analogous measures are delays in the case of ports, airports, or railways, and congestion in the case of roads. Finally, user satisfaction as measured through surveys or the rate of complaints, is sometimes used.

One important restriction that limits the number of studies included in this review is that while we focus as much as possible on PPPs, and not on the more broadly defined Private Sector Participation (PSP) which also encompasses other types of private involvements such as privatization, studies often do not distinguish between these different types of contracts. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the specific impact of PPPs, but we still discuss these results.
In this section, we summarize findings from several studies, using either single- or multi-country samples pooling a large number of utilities. We also draw on several surveys of the literature, including Gunatilake (2008) [73], Berg and Marques (2011) [25], and more recently Porcher and Saussier (2018) [126].

Methodologies include standard panel econometrics, usually difference-in-differences either controlling for firms specific trends or applying some type of matching methodology. In the context of the diff-in-diff approach, authors have implemented several techniques to ensure basic hypothesis underpinning the validity of the methodology hold. For example, Andres (2004) [6], which was then extended by Gassner et al. (2009) [67], circumvent the two problems that traditionally plague the literature on PSP in infrastructure - namely the fact that most of the existing evidence comes from case studies and that the large majority focuses on privatization - by exploiting a large panel dataset, spanning from 1973 to 2005 and covering 301 utilities that have undergone a shift to PSP and 926 State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) in 71 developing and transition economies. Interestingly, the information contained in their data enables them to distinguish between four different types of PSP: full divestiture (privatization), partial divestiture, concession, and lease and management contracts. They use different specifications, among which the most robust is the combination of a difference-in-differences with propensity score matching that allows them to control for both constant observable and unobservable differences between the SOEs that shifted to PSP and those who did not.

Andres et al. (2008) [7] and Andres et al. (2013) [9] implement diff-in-diffs estimations, looking at the effect of both the transition and the post-privatization entry, and controlling for firm fixed effects and firms specific trends. In addition, they envision the use of an IV procedure to address the potential selection bias, using country-level macroeconomic variables as instruments based on the assumption that private participation decisions are driven by the evolution of such indicators, but these do not affect variables like utility-level efficiency, number of connections, quality, and prices. This approach fails to capture within-country, within sector variability in the timing of changes in ownership, and thus appears unsuitable for both water, the transport, and the electricity sector. When implemented in the telecom sector, however, the IV estimates appear to be larger than the OLS ones, suggesting that better-performing firms are likely to have been privatized first, as indeed suggested by the literature. Their results also suffer from the fact that, first, although their dataset includes management and lease contracts, concessions, greenfield projects and divestitures, they are not able to disaggregate the impact by type of contract: they then use interchangeably the terms PPI (Private Participation in Infrastructure) and privatization along their study, and do not conduct any heterogeneity analysis. Second, their sample is constituted by 118 firms working in
the electricity sector that switched from public to PPI during the 1990s. They are thus isolating the impact from PPI by adding firm fixed effects to control for constant confounding factors and firm-specific time trends. However, as underlined before, because they focus only on firms undergoing a transition to PSP, their estimates are likely to suffer from a sample selection issue. Their results should thus be interpreted with these caveats in mind.

Another large set of studies relies instead on trying to identify “frontier” firms in terms of efficiency through economic modeling techniques such as data envelopment analysis (DEA) or stochastic frontier analysis (SFA), and looking at the situation of firms with private participation with regards to the best-performing counterparts. This is a highly sophisticated literature addressing the estimation of productivity and other dimensions of efficiency. However, as discussed in Section 2, the problem at hand is not only to derive meaningful measures of efficiency but mostly to address the fundamental selection issues that plague the comparisons between PPPs and their public counterparts. For this reason, we mention this strand of literature in sectors where they have been used (mostly for ports and airports, and water and sanitation), but stop short of doing an exhaustive review of such contributions.

### 3.1.1 Energy

Gassner et al. (2009) [67] find that, overall, a greater degree of private participation is correlated with larger gains in productivity. In particular, PSP is associated with a 50% increase in electricity sold per worker and a 42% increase in residential connections per worker, both being statistically significant. However, the authors note that results vary by type of contract. Indeed, in the electricity sector, the impact of PSP on electricity sold per worker is largely positive and significant for privatizations only, while it is non significant for partial divestitures and even significantly negative for concession contracts. These findings hold for the number of connections per workers, at the difference that this time neither partial divestitures nor concessions have a significant impact on this outcome. The only result that could signal an increase in efficiency for PPPs is that the electricity lost in distribution decreased by 14.3% for partial divestitures. Overall, if privatizations seem to create efficiency gains, it does not appear to be the case for PPPs in electricity. This result is particularly important in the sense that it underlines how we should abstain from extrapolating the estimated impact of privatizations - or non-disaggregated PSP - on efficiency gains to the case of PPPs.

We also have to note that one should be particularly careful when interpreting the results from Gassner et al. (2009) [67]. Indeed, the findings from their difference-in-differences combined to propensity score matching are different from the ones from their simple panel analysis adding utility fixed effects. The latter conclude that partial
divestitures did significantly increase efficiency gains, measured by connections per workers and electricity sold per
workers. However, this analysis only uses observations for which the type of the utility ownership varies over time,
from SOEs to PSP. However, such utilities represents a selected sample and their ex-ante performance might have
been significantly different from that of other SOEs which did not undergo a change of status. For example, it
might be that only poor performing SOEs are considered for a PSP, which would bias the estimates of the impact
of a PSP upwards. This led us to restrict our focus on the results from the difference-in-differences.

Andres et al. (2008) [7] find that the number of connections per employee as well as the energy sold per employee
first significantly increase, in the transition period, before decreasing in the post-transition period. Then, PPI do
not appear to have any significant productivity impacts in the long-run. Moreover, even these observed short term
improvements might hold only for privatizations, as shown by Gassner et al. (2009) [67].

Similarly to Andres et al. (2008) [7], Estache and Rossi (2004) [62] are not able to differentiate between
privatization and other types of reforms which would fall under the definition of PPPs. They first estimate a
parametric labor requirement function in order to evaluate the impact of PSP on firms’ efficiency, before checking
the robustness of their results through the estimation of a stochastic frontier model, a between-firms variations
model and a first-difference model. They use a sample of 110 firms in the electricity distribution sector from 14
countries in Latin America during 1994-2000. These firms had different levels of private sector participation in the
ownership structure as well as different types of regulation applied to them for electricity distribution (price cap or
rate of return). The authors find that private firms are on average significantly more labor efficient than the public
ones, a result which is consistent across different specifications. However, again, it is not possible to determine if
these results would hold for PPPs alone.

The work of Mollisi (2016) [107] has the particularity to focus exclusively on PPP in the energy sector. He relies
on data collected from the Italian district heating industry in order to estimate the impact of PPP on efficiency
through a structural model. He shows that firms under a PPP perform significantly better: PPPs are associated
with a 14% increase in output. In addition, as expected in theory, the author finds “that a PPP contract allows
a technological externality between the different phases of a project to be internalized, leading to a positive effect
on total factor productivity”. In particular, it is estimated that, for firms under a PPP, a unit increase in capital
quality raises output by 15%.

---

10 The transition period spans from approximately two years before the concession is awarded - i.e. when the reform is announced - to one year after
Conducting a very different type of work, Hoppe et al. (2013) \[80\] also “find support for the theoretical prediction that, compared to traditional procurement, a public–private partnership provides stronger incentives to make cost-reducing investments”. They reach this conclusion through a large-scale public procurement laboratory experiment, in which participants have to choose investment levels for an infrastructure they build and operate under a traditional procurement contract or a PPP. They find that PPPs induce very strong incentives to invest in cost reductions compared to traditional procurement contract, which is likely to imply efficiency gains: high level of investments are chosen more often under a PPP contract. Of course, conclusions arising from laboratory experiments might be extremely difficult to extrapolate to real world behaviors. Still, when the empirical literature is as limited as it is to evaluate PPPs, such studies offer a useful way to test whether the theoretical arguments backing PPPs have the potential to hold in reality.

3.1.2 Transport

Some evidence on the efficiency impact of transport PPPs also exists. Contrary to the energy sector, most of them have focused on the analysis of a single country. For example, Estache et al. (2002) \[61\] study the effect of port reforms in Mexico, relying on a stochastic production frontier approach. The authors underline how during the 1990s the need for an increased efficiency in ports brought most of the LAC countries to implement reforms aiming at introducing more competition by allowing the participation of the private sector. Specifically, in Mexico, reforms resulted in the strong penetration of the private sector in port services, through the attribution of concession contracts. The authors note that the last phase - consisting in the privatization of the port administration - had not been successfully implemented five years after the start of the reform. Taking advantage of a panel dataset of 11 ports spanning from 1996 to 1999, they estimate that the set of reforms increased the average efficiency level by approximately 5 percentage points, while the average growth rate in port efficiency was 2.8-3.3%.

Estache et al. (2004) \[60\] complement this analysis by calculating and decomposing the changes in productivity that happened for Mexico’s 11 main ports between 1996 and 1999, two years after the reforms. Using a DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) decomposition of a Malmquist TFP (Total Factor Productivity) index,\(^\text{11}\) the authors show that TFP in Mexican ports rose by an average of 4.1% a year during 1996–1999. Their decomposition enables them to conclude that “while labor adjustments were a factor in the improvements in TFP — as suggested by many critics of privatization — they were clearly not the only one. Indeed, adoption of new technologies and increases in

\(^{11}\)The Malmquist TFP index is defined by the authors as a measure of “the TFP change between two data points by calculating the ratio of the distances of each data point relative to a common technology”.

capacity resulting from large investments made right after the reforms began were the main contributors to these improvements”. However, the authors also underline that DEA is not free from issues. For example, operators identified as the best practice through the analysis may not be efficient. In addition, the technique fails to properly identify the impact of the Mexican reform, since it picks up the impact of confounding factors such as major shocks to international trade, like the East Asian crisis.

Despite these limitations, other researchers rely on DEA in order to study changes in efficiency in ports. This is the case of Wanke and Pestana Barros (2015) [138], who use this technique to assess the impact of PPP on scale efficiency in Brazilian ports. Interestingly, this study focuses specifically on PPP: a number of Brazilian ports have undergone a transition to PPP between 1995 and 1996, so that they are today public ports with concession agreements to private terminal operators. Using data for the year 2012 over 27 major Brazilian ports, among which one third is under a PPP, the authors conclude that “PPPs seem to be an effective way, under the Brazilian regulatory system, to move port operations towards their most productive scale size” since they find that PPPs have a positive impact on port scale efficiency. However, this result should be interpreted very carefully to the extent that the PPP estimate is only significant at the 10% level, and it is likely to be biased due to the previously mentioned DEA limitations regarding sample selection.

Apart from these country-specific studies, some researchers have also taken advantage of cross-country data in order to conduct the same type of analysis. Regarding efficiency in road construction, Blanc-Brude et al. (2009) [31] focus on the cost of constructing road infrastructure assets, using a database of road projects financed by the European Investment Bank (EIB) between 1990 and 2005. They find that a 24 percent excess cost of PPP roads over traditionally procured ones, and conclude that this corresponds to the inclusion in the ex ante PPP construction contract prices of the construction risk that is transferred to the private sector. The validity of that conclusion rests however on the disputable assumption made by the authors that the choice of procurement method is exogenous within the road sector, i.e., that roads built under PPP and traditional procurement have similar observables and unobservables characteristics.

Cheon et al. (2010) [43] use a panel dataset for the years 1991 and 2004, covering 98 major ports in the world in order to evaluate how port reforms impact efficiency gains. They direct their attention to institutional reforms, often based on an increased private sector participation through leasing, concessions or privatization. Again, in this case, PPPs are mixed with pure privatization, making it impossible to disentangle the impact of the former on
efficiency gains. Similarly to Estache et al. (2004), the authors perform their analysis by implementing a Malmquist Productivity Index model through a DEA approach. Comparing the changes in port efficiency between ports that have restructured ownership through private sector participation and those that have not, they find that the former have benefited from larger efficiency gains between the two dates. However, this finding is only significant at the 10% level. Unfortunately, the same caveats as above prevent us from inferring any robust conclusions from the further decomposition of efficiency gains into scale efficiency changes, technical efficiency changes and technology progress.

Finally, Trujillo et al. (2013) [136] use the same technique than Estache et al. (2002) - a stochastic production frontier approach - to assess the impact of reforms on African ports' efficiency. Those reforms are a black box, with likely differences between countries, but most of them seems to imply an increased participation of the private sector and some form of PPPs. Their results show that port efficiency has increased between 2004 and 2007. Looking at efficiency by type of ports, the authors find that efficiency is the highest in ports under a PPP. However, although the authors interpret these results as the potential influence of port reforms, many other variables could be at play in those relationships.

Airports have undergone the same type of reforms than ports, implying an increased participation of the private sector, as underlined by Perelman and Serebrisky (2012) [122] for the case of Latin America. Implementing a DEA analysis, they analyze data covering 22 LAC airports in the years 2005 and 2006. They also use data from 23 airports from Asia-Pacific, 40 from Europe and 63 from Canada and the US in order to be able to make some comparisons. After having shown that the majority of the LAC airports in their sample seem to suffer from inefficiency, the authors estimate a truncated regression in order to study the drivers of airport efficiency. They find that “airports which are privately operated tend to stand closer to the efficient frontier than their publicly operated counterparts”, but this result is not robust to different model specifications. Finally, denoting with the previous results regarding port efficiency, Perelman and Serebrisky (2012) find that privately operated airports are not associated with higher productivity gains than public ones.

These findings are actually similar to the ones from Pestana Barros and Dieke (2008) [124] who complement their previous work (Pestana Barros and Dieke, 2007) [123], and assess the efficiency of 31 Italian ports using a DEA analysis, by regressing efficiency on different contextual variables. Indeed, although they interpreted their results as a confirmation that “airports that are partially private contribute to efficiency”, they are only significant at the
10% level, calling for caution when concluding on the relative efficiency of (partially) privately managed airports and publicly managed airports.

In the same vein of these previous findings, the results from Fung et al. (2008) [65] can be interpreted as the absence of a significant impact on efficiency from the increased private participation which followed the reforms implemented in Chinese airports from the 1990s. Indeed, after having performed a DEA analysis, their decomposition of the Malmquist index illustrates that, although the average annual growth in airport productivity was above 3% in 25 Chinese regional airports between 1995 and 2004, the major source of productivity growth is technical progress, and not improvement in efficiency. Still, the authors find that airports listed on the stock exchange are more efficient than the non-listed ones. However, it is unclear whether this was triggered by private sector participation or if it captures the fact that only the most efficient airports were considered to be listed. In any case, despite their lower performance in level, non-listed airports actually benefited from a higher increase in productivity between 1995 and 2004 than listed ones. Chi-Lok and Zhang (2009) [44] perform a similar analysis and, while confirming that listed airports appear to be significantly more efficient than non-listed ones, show that being listed is not significantly related to efficiency gains.

A last set of papers gives more insights on the relative efficiency of PPPs in particular to the extent that they differentiate between various degrees of private involvement. Oum et al. (2006) [119] use a sample of 116 airports located in Asia-Pacific, Europe and North America, spanning from 2001 to 2003, to develop a measure of their productivity. Then, they regress this productivity measure on ownership/governance types. Their results are very surprising with respect to PPPs: they find that airports operated by 100% government-owned corporations are significantly more efficient than airports under a PPP. In addition, the former do not perform significantly less efficiently than airports with a private majority. This policy recommendation is further confirmed by Oum et al. (2008) [120] who apply a stochastic frontier analysis to a panel data of 109 of the world’s major airports. They conclude that, given their lack of efficiency, “mixed ownership of airports with a government majority should be avoided in favor of even 100% government owned public corporation, despite the fact that many countries regard PPP with government majority as a politically acceptable model to raise private funds for infrastructure capacity expansion without losing government control”. However, although the authors state that endogeneity should not be a problem in their analysis, we have to remind that these results might just reflect the fact that, for example,

12The categories are the following: government agency or department operating an airport; mixed private–government ownership with private sector owning a majority share; mixed government–private ownership with government owning a majority share; government ownership but contracted out to an airport authority under a long term lease; multi-level governments form an authority to own/operate airports in the region; 100% government corporation ownership/operation.
governments are more likely to undertake PPP for inefficient airports.

Finally, although PPP contracts in road projects can be found, the literature covering them is much more scarce. This is actually what is underlined by Chen et al. (2017) [42], who conduct the evaluation of the socio-economic impact of a US highway PPP project, using a Dynamic Computational General Equilibrium (CGE). They do not focus on efficiency gains but rather on broader welfare impacts, so that we comment below on their results.

Overall, private participation seems to have different impacts on efficiency according to the specific transport sector it is applied to. For example, an increased participation of the private sector in ports appear to be more often correlated with efficiency gains than in the case of airports. One reason for the failure of the latter might be the high rates of contract renegotiations, underlined by Guasch et al. (2008) [72], who explain that 53% of the concessions in the transport sector in LAC were renegotiated, on average only 3.1 years after the contract was initiated. This illustrates that private operators often behave opportunistically, in order to benefit later on from modifications in contracts’ or regulatory terms. For example, they may chose to not maximize efficiency investments in the short run to benefit from more favorable regulation later on, an occurrence known as the ratchet effect in the literature (Laffont and Tirole, 1993), or they may strategically underbid at the award phase, to renegotiate and modify the contract’s terms later on. In addition, it is not possible to robustly conclude that private participation in a specific transport sector significantly impact efficiency gains, as several issues weaken most of the analyses presented. First, the relationships presented are likely to be spurious due to the presence of sample selection. Second, for most of the studies reviewed here, various degrees of private sector participation are blurred together, although they would require an heterogeneity analysis to properly account for the impact of PPP on efficiency.

3.1.3 Water

When it comes to the water and sanitation sector, evaluating efficiency using labor productivity is expected to produce sharp results. Indeed, for water and sanitation utilities, labor generally represents a large fraction of costs, and presents very large variations across public and private firms, as the former have often been use as employment handle by politicians.

Water losses, also referred to as non-revenue water (NRW), correspond to the water that enters the distribution system, but is finally not billed. This may be due to physical losses, such as spills and leakages, and to commercial losses, such as theft, unbilled consumption, and metering errors. NRW is usually considered to be a good proxy for inefficiency. Depending on the source of data, it may or may not be possible to disentangle the physical losses
component from the commercial dimension and to identify for example the bill collection ratio.

Other things equal, improvements in water quality can also be considered to proxy for efficiency gains. Quality can be measured in a number of ways. These include first proxies of the continuity of the water service, such as daily hours of availability, or the frequency of service interruptions. Regarding the quality of the product itself, standard measures are compliance with potability tests or more generally with water composition requirements.

For water services, Gassner et al. (2009) [67] rely on 141 utilities under private operation and 836 SOEs, most of them in Latin America and the Caribbean, Europe and Central Asia, and East Asia and Pacific. They show that PSP is associated with gains in performance and labor productivity: it leads to a 54 percent estimated increase in connections per worker, and a 18 percent increase in water sold per worker (for concessions), relatively to SOEs. These results are partly driven by large employment decreases (22 percent) under private management, but also by an increase in the average number of connections. Interestingly, and contrary to the results for electricity, these results appear to hold for all types of private involvement, and specifically for PPPs. For example, residential connections per worker increase by 47 percent for concessions and by 78 percent for partial divestitures, while water sold per worker increases by 18 percent for concessions, 40 percent for lease and management contracts, and 62 percent for partial divestitures. On losses and quality, the study is inconclusive, with either null results or results failing to replicate across different methodologies, regarding the impact of PSP on the bill-collection rate, water distribution losses, and number of hours with water daily. One limitation of the study is that results for subcategories of PSP cannot be robustly established with the matching procedure, as disaggregation leaves insufficient data.

Andres et al. (2013) [9] use an unbalanced panel data including 116 firms from Latin America and the Caribbean and 1,103 firm-year observations. They uncover a significant drop in the employment level of water utilities, both during the transition to PSP, and after it. Given the excess employment levels mentioned above, governments often started downsizing the labor force before involving private partners, in order to make the companies more attractive. As a result, labor productivity, measured with water connections per employee, increased 30.7 percent during the transition and another 42.5 percent after the transition. However, once firm-specific trends are controlled for, the increase in productivity growth during the transition appears to be largely reverted post-transition. On the other hand, they find a significant decrease in NRW, of 3.8 percent during the transition, and 14.4 percent in the posttransition period.
Jiang and Zheng (2014) [87] analyze a panel data set of water utilities from 200 Chinese cities between 1998 to 2007. Starting in the 1990s, there was entry of foreign water companies, such as Veolia and Suez, in particular through build-operate-transfer (BOT) schemes. The use a panel model, controlling for firm- and time-fixed effects, for utility and city-level variables, for factors explaining the probability of a shift to PSP (it is shown to respond to utilities’ profitability, liability level, and to cities road infrastructure in the prior year), and distinguishing PSP with a minority versus majority of private shareholding. They conclude that PSP in water utilities has led to cost savings through employment downsizing and reduction in managerial expenses, both effect being significant economically and statistically. In addition, they find positive, although not significant effects on labor productivity and TFP.

Porcher and Saussier (2018) [126] provide a useful summary of a few key studies applying DEA and SFA techniques. Their main conclusion is that in developed countries there is either no gap in efficiency between the privately owned and the public companies or that the latter actually outperform their private counterparts, while in developing countries some papers do find an efficiency advantage for private companies, but this does not seem to be robust. Papers looking at industrialized countries cross-section samples include among others Bhattacharyya et al. (1995) [28], who apply a translog variable cost function to the data of 221 U.S. water utilities in 1992, Shih et al. (2004) [132] who apply DEA to more than 1,000 observations of US water suppliers. Both find public utilities to be more efficient. Using a panel of ten UK companies privatized in England and Wales in 1989 and using cost function and TFP analyses, Saal and Parker (2001) [129] find that the transition to the private sector did not lead to a statistically significant reduction in the growth rate of total costs or to an increase in productivity. Regarding developing countries samples, Kirkpatrick et al. (2006) [89] use 110 water utilities in African countries, finding higher relative efficiency of privately owned utilities when applying the DEA method, but no statistically significant difference when using SFA. Estache and Rossi (2002) [61] apply a stochastic cost frontier model to 50 developing and transition countries water utilities in the Asian and Pacific region, failing to find significant differences between efficiency under public and private ownership.

Caution is in order when interpreting these results. Indeed, many of the reasons why privatization may have an impact on efficiency, by changing the incentive structure of managers and worker, limiting capture and political pressures, and hardening the soft-budget constraints, also point to potential selection effects related to the decision to implement PSP based on utilities' observables and unobservables and on specific shocks. Indeed, several studies have documented such selection at the privatization stage, based on sector- or firm-level profitability, as well as
quality of countries’ governance (Auriol and Straub, 2011) [15]. Equally important may be the influence of factors that change along with the ownership shifts, such as the regulatory environment.

Overall, given the methodological difficulties in addressing identification issues, these mixed results should come as no surprise: another recent survey, Berg and Marques (2010) [25], review 47 studies, of which 18 find private water utilities to be more efficient than the public ones, 12 find the opposite result, and 17 fail to find a difference.

Regarding quality, studies from France and the US provide contradictory results. For example, Porcher (2012) [125] finds private management to lead to a slightly higher percentage (1 percent) of the tests complying with required microbiological standards in a sample of 2,200 French municipalities over the 1998 to 2008 period. For the US, Lyon et al. (2017) [95] analyze how changes in water system ownership (both privatization and municipalization) affect the number of Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) violations for a system in a given year, using difference-in-differences applied to matched pairs of water systems. They conclude that both types of transition (privatization and municipalization) lead to statistically significant reductions in water quality violations. They interpret this as supporting a “change would do you good” message, and infer that improvements are specific to the economic and institutional context rather than related to the market- or public-nature of management. In a related paper, Montgomery et al. (2018) [108] argue that water quality outcomes are mostly driven by the type of stakeholder attention that water system attract: national social movement organizations for large, privately owned systems, and local stakeholders for smaller, and publicly owned systems.

In developing countries, Andres et al. (2013) [8] find improvement in water potability during the transition, while a well-known paper by Galiani et al. (2005) [66] document that the privatization of the Buenos Aires water system in Argentina led to large reduction in water turbidness and in spillages, and as a result in child mortality.

3.1.4 Telecommunication

The telecommunication sector has mainly undergone full privatizations rather than PPPs, explaining the scarcity of studies we can include in this review. Indeed, Andres et al. (2008) [7] show that, between 1990 and 2004, no management and lease contracts or concessions were undertaken in the Latin American telecommunication sector. It appears than they only exploit a panel data of 16 telecommunication companies that all undergone a privatization during the 1990s. In this case, their results only reflect the impact of pure privatization on efficiency.

To the best of our knowledge, only one study focuses on contracts that at least partly fall under the definition of PPPs. Fink et al. (2003) [64] make clear that, between 1985 and 1999, in the countries they study, the privatization
of the telecommunication sector was often only partial, so that it can in some cases be considered as shedding light on PPPs. Taking advantage of a database covering 86 developing countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America and spanning from 1985 to 1999, they estimate a cross-country specification, adding country and time fixed effects in order to control for constant differences between countries and time trend, such as technical progress, respectively. They find that the number of mainline per employees significantly increased after a country decided to privatize its telecommunication sector. Interestingly, their results also suggest that the presence of a regulator impacts positively productivity when the sector is privatized. In addition, productivity also increases when privatization is completed by reforms increasing competition. Actually, the authors advance that the “beneficial effect of competition primarily occurs through its interaction with privatization”. These findings might not hold under an heterogeneity analysis, as the positive and significant impacts might be driven by the countries that have undertaken full privatizations. Again, one should thus be very careful when extrapolating these results to the case of PPPs.

3.2 Coverage, Affordability, and Social Outcomes

The main point in studying efficiency gains is that they can ultimately translate into improved coverage and accessibility, as well as increased affordability. However, this impact is not immediate or systematic as it requires specific actions from the private entity involved in the PPP, such as a decrease in prices. For this reason, outcomes related to coverage and affordability should be studied more carefully.

3.2.1 Energy

While we have seen that it is unclear whether PPPs in the energy sector generate efficiency gains, it is useful to review the few evidence at hand with respect to coverage and affordability. The results from the difference-in-differences combined to propensity score matching conducted by Gassner et al. (2009)[67] show that partial divestitures are the only type of PSP in electricity that are correlated with a decrease in supply interruptions, suggesting an increase in service quality. In addition, this contract might also improve coverage, to the extent that partial divestitures are also associated with an increase in the number of residential connections. However, a simple panel estimation, adding utility fixed-effects, reach the opposite conclusion. Unfortunately, results regarding residential coverage are not available for the difference-in-differences strategy because of the insufficient size of the

13Although there is no consensus on the definition of PPPs, the World Bank’s Public-Private-Partnership In Infrastructure Resource Center considers that partial divestitures fall under the scope of PPPs: https://ppp.worldbank.org/public-private-partnership/agreements (lastly accessed: June 27th, 2018).
sample at hand. Regarding affordability, the authors do not find any significant impact from PSP on the average residential tariff. This indicates that the potential efficiency gains failed to translate into lower tariff. In addition, PSP were associated with a 28% drop in employment. Importantly, this impact varies across types of contract: indeed, while employment decreases by 47% for full divestitures, the results from the difference-in-differences show no significant differences between utilities under partial divestitures or concession contracts and state-owned peers. Still, non-significance should not be interpreted as the absence of impact of these types of PSP on employment. Indeed, these findings might simply be explained by the lack of precision of the estimation.

Although they are not able to disaggregate them by type of contracts, Andres et al. (2008) [7] also find that PPPs significantly decreases employment in the transition period. Their results with respect to coverage are not robust to controlling for time trends. Indeed, while both the number of connexions and coverage seem to significantly increase under a PPP, the authors note that “these outcomes would have occurred in the absence of privatization”. In addition to this failure to improve coverage, PPP also results in a decrease in affordability to the extent that it is associated with a significant increase in electricity prices. The only improvement that PPPs implies appear when looking at quality indexes: both the average duration of interruptions per consumer and the average frequency of interruptions per consumer fell, at least during the post-transition period.

Finally, Estache and Rossi (2004) [62] - although they warn that their results are only partial to the extent that many variables are not taken into account in their analysis - explain that “a comparison of the changes in prices and labor productivity reveals that, in most cases, final prices to customers did not fall to reflect the huge labor productivity gains that were achieved during the period under analysis”, implying that some of the gains were channeled into rents and higher tax revenues for the private operators and the state, respectively. Overall, given the limited evidence at hand, it seems that PSP in electricity did not substantially improve neither coverage or affordability.\footnote{This is reminiscent of the argument made by Martimort and Straub (2009) [100], and Bonnet et al. (2011) [32], to explain the high level of popular discontent with privatization in Latin America in the 1990s and 2000s.}

### 3.2.2 Transport

Unfortunately, the number of studies of PSP in infrastructure focusing on outcomes related to coverage and accessibility is extremely limited. For example, while Estache et al. (2004) [60] stress that efficiency gains are not an end in themselves by underlining that “competitiveness will improve only if the efficiency gains are shared with users”, for example through scheduled tariff adjustments, they fail to study such outcomes.
Although not directly related to coverage and accessibility, Trujillo et al. (2013) [136] assess how the corruption and quality of 37 African ports are correlated to different types of ownership. They find that the highest quality is found in ports under a PPP contract, while they also display the lowest level of corruption. However, and especially given the small size of the sample, these relationships are nothing more than correlations and do not allow to infer any conclusions about the causal impact of PPP on these outcomes.

Interestingly, Oum et al. (2006) [119], using their sample of 116 airports, are able to evaluate the impact of the type of airport ownership on user charges. They find that “airports with a private majority have significantly lower average aeronautical charges than other airports”, suggesting that privatization did not result in monopoly pricing.

An alternative approach to gain more insights on the welfare impacts of PPPs in infrastructure is proposed by studies using a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. This is the case of Chen et al. (2017) [42], who use a dynamic CGE model in order to investigate the socio-economic impacts of a highway PPP in the USA. This approach allows them to measure the infrastructure capital expenditure and tax shock effects, which they then compare to two public sector comparators (PSCs) by assuming that both differ in investment amount and the type of funding source. They estimate that both public sector scenarios generate greater welfare losses than the PPP, to the extent that traditional procurement models’ rely much more on public funding, implying larger negative tax effects than the PPP contract. Still, one should be careful in interpreting these results since they might be highly dependent on the set of assumptions made by the authors, such as the one stating that “public financing depends exclusively on tax revenues”.

For transport, the bottom line is that it is hard to draw conclusion on access and affordability as no general, universally agreed access metrics exist for the transport sector, contrary to the water or energy sectors, in which percentage of households connected to the service provide a simple way to analyze such changes.

3.2.3 Water

The issue of coverage is only relevant for developing countries, as most developed countries have already reached universal access. A number of studies using developing countries sample have found an increase in connections under private participation. For example, Gassner et al. (2009) [67] find that PSP leads to an increase in the total number of residential connections during the transition period (8 percent) and the post-PSP period (12 percent), an outcome mostly driven by concessions. Andres et al. (2013) [9] find that the number of water and sewerage connections increased during both the transition and post-transition periods, but that this evolution can be accounted for by
firm-specific trends. Analyzing water privatization in Bolivia, McKenzie and Mookherjee (2003) [101] conclude that there was an improvement in access for the poor. In Argentina, Galiani et al. (2005) [66] also show that the proportion of households connected to the water network increased significantly with privatization (by 2.8 percent in a diff-in-diff setting comparing municipalities which privatized before 1997 to those who did it later, and by 5.8 percent when excluding Buenos Aires from the sample), but it is also the case that privatization appears more likely in larger and less well off municipalities, and in those with a local government from a party aligned with the federal government pushing the privatization program.

Regarding affordability, the results are generally mixed. As a matter of fact, one should not expect increased efficiency to translate automatically in a price decrease, as the transition to private participation has often occurred in a context of prices that were set well-below cost recovery levels.

For developing countries, McKenzie and Mookherjee (2003) [101] find a decrease in prices in Bolivia, while Barbosa and Brusca (2015) [19] find no significant differences between public and private management, conditional on some type of regulation being implemented. Similarly, in developed countries results vary widely. As nicely discussed in Porcher and Saussier (2018) [126], the case of France, which has been widely studied, illustrates the difficulties of reaching unbiased conclusions. Indeed, private management is typically associated with a higher average price, but this difference disappears once controlling for both technical characteristics of the water supply conditions, such as density, required treatment, etc., and for the contractual characteristics of the water concessions, and addressing the endogeneity of private management through a fixed effect model assuming that any unobserved heterogeneity that leads a municipality to opt for a specific organization form is time-invariant (Chong et al., 2015) [45]. The only exception seems to be for small municipalities under 10,000, where prices under private provision exceed those under public provision by approximately 11 to 13 euros per 120 cubic meters. Chong et al. (2015) [45] interpret their results as indicative of the greater ability of larger cities to challenge private incumbents by attracting competitive bids or bringing the service in-house at the time of renewal time.

Finally, regulatory arrangements add to the difficulty of identifying the specific effect of management arrangements. For example, Barbosa and Brusca (2015) [19] do find privately provided water to be more expensive when unregulated. This points to the relevance of regulatory arrangements such as increasing block tariffs, or social tariffs, to limit potential price increases in case of private participation.

---

15 This is not taking into account the impact of the Cochabamba failed privatization experience.
3.2.4 Telecommunication

The literature evaluating PPPs in the telecommunication sector is highly limited, with only the study by Fink et al. (2003) [64] covering some PPPs. Exploiting the panel structure of their database by adding time and country fixed effects, they estimate that countries that have (at least partially) privatized their telecommunication sector have benefited from a significant increase in mainline penetration per individual, which can be understood as a proxy for coverage. Similarly to what they found when studying productivity, they also show that the presence of a regulator and an increased degree of competition have positive impacts on coverage in countries where the telecommunication has been privatized. However, it is unclear whether we can extrapolate these findings to conclude that PPPs in telecommunication have a positive impact on coverage: indeed, no heterogeneity analysis has been conducted by Fink et al. (2003), so that these results might be valid for full privatizations only.

3.3 Private Finance Initiatives in Health and Education

Private Finance Initiatives are not restricted to the traditional infrastructure sectors. Indeed, this type of contract has also been used in the health and education sectors. They consist in contracts tying the building of an health or education infrastructure to its operation and maintenance. In theory, bundling these phases in a single contract should, as underlined above, allow private firms to internalize the positive externalities present between the construction of the infrastructure and its maintenance, resulting in a higher efficiency.

Unfortunately, the literature evaluating the impact of PFIs in health and education consists mainly of case studies, which fail to provide robust estimates. Through their review of the literature of PPPs in health, Roehrich et al. (2014) [127] tend to conclude that the “hospital build quality is not unambiguously better for PFIs, and facilities management services provide actually lower value for money (VfM) when compared to non-PFI hospitals”. For example, Liebe and Pollock (2009) [93], focusing on the case of the UK, advance that the cost of finance is higher under PFI and that facilities management services provide less value for money compared to non-PFI hospitals. Regarding the education sector, Patrinos (2009) [121] notes that “there is little actual evidence that private finance initiatives lead to cost savings”. The French Comptroller General office reaches a similar conclusion when evaluating prisons built as PFIs (Cours des Comptes, 2017) [48].

In addition to this lack of robust evidence, the way the outcomes of PFI are measured might be problematic. Indeed, they are traditionally assessed through Value for Money (VfM), comparing the expected cost of pure public
provision to the expected payments made by the government to the private operator through a PPP. However, as underlined in a report conducted by the Health Research Institute (2010) [79], VfM might be hypothetical, “subjective, difficult to measure, intangible and misunderstood”. They thus recall that other tools should be used for evaluating PFIs.

Finally, a certain consensus seems to have emerged regarding the potential impact of PFIs on educational and health-related outcomes. Authors broadly underline that the rationale of PFIs should not be extended beyond their cost-savings function. Indeed, Patrinos (2009) [121] notes that it is largely unclear how PFIs could affect learning. In the health sector, the Health Research Institute (2010) [79] even argues that substituting the provision of health services from public to private operators would create larger efficiency gains than PFI in infrastructure provision.

Overall, no robust evidence is available to assess the impact of PFI on efficiency in the health and education sectors. As of October 2018, the British government, which had led the way into the PFI experiment, announced it was giving up on this modality for new infrastructure investments because of their fiscal implications and the lack of evidence about their value-for-money.16

4 PPPs effectiveness in Education

In this section, we review the empirical evidence on the relative impacts of PPPs on enrollment, educational outcomes, stratification and costs. We have to underline that studies covering PPPs in education use a broad range of counterfactual definitions. Some, for example, use randomization at the student level in order to evaluate the impact of receiving a voucher. Others exploit variations at a broader level in order to compare privately managed schools to public schools, or voucher schools to regular private schools. In fact, the empirical strategy implemented is largely dependent on the scale of the program, which determines the level of the treatment variable (student, school, municipality, etc.) that is of interest. In particular, universal programs, that affect all students in a population, are particularly difficult to evaluate as there is no clear comparison group that can be used. In addition to these heterogeneous definition of counterfactual, one should be careful when defining what can be understood as a PPP in education. Indeed, while many papers compare private and public schools, we have to remember that the presence of private schools alone does not signal that PPPs are implemented in the educational system: here, we review only

papers that study contracts falling in one of the three first categories of PPPs in education defined above: voucher systems, private management of public schools, and government subsides to private schools.

Before reviewing the empirical evidence, it is useful to discuss the broader context of education policies and the promises of the private provision of education. Regarding quantity, the success of policies aimed at increasing the enrollment rates in primary and secondary education in developing countries has created a new challenge: the offer has to match the growing demand for education. For example, as underlined by Barrera-Osorio et al. (2016) [21], many governments have abolished schooling fees, resulting in “sudden and massive increases in enrollments that the public education systems are generally not equipped to absorb.” Fee-charging private schools have emerged in response, absorbing the excess demand for education. Private schools are thus a way to extend the supply of education services when governments reach their capacity limit.

Maybe more importantly, the private provision of education may have the potential to solve the inefficiency of the public service. Indeed, the latter largely fails to provide the right incentives to solve moral hazard issues. In particular, the extent of teachers’ absenteeism has been identified as one of the key reasons behind the low quality of public education in developing countries (World Bank, 2017) [144]. To give a few examples, a survey conducted by Chaudhury et al. (2006) [41] reports that teachers’ absence rates reach 25% in India and 27% in Uganda. Even worse, among teachers present in government primary schools in India, half were found not working.

In comparison, Muralidharan and Kremer (2009) [110] find that, in rural India, teachers in private schools were 2-8 percentage points less absent and 6-9 percentage points more likely to be teaching than teachers in public schools during random unannounced checks. The main reason behind these gaps is likely to come from the different incentives faced by teachers in public and private schools. In fact, the higher flexibility of private schools with respect to teachers’ contracts and tuition fees allows them to play on the different levers identified by Banerjee and Duflo (2006) [17] to address absence in public education or health facilities: financial incentives and beneficiary control over service providers. First, private contracts give schools more leeway with respect to financial incentives, implementing performance-based or attendance-based financial bonuses and penalties to teachers, which have been shown to have the potential to significantly decrease teachers’ absenteeism and increase test scores (Duflo et al., 2012) [52]. Second, since private schools often charge fees, they are subject to a higher degree of accountability to the parents (Barrera-Osorio, 2016) [21]. This later point directly addresses the fact, mentioned by Banerjee and Duflo, 2006) [17], that beneficiary control is limited for public services: the only option for beneficiaries to express

\[17\] A teacher was reported as absent if he could not be found at school at the time of a random unannounced check.
their discontentment is to vote with their feet, which might be costly.\textsuperscript{18} On the contrary, the existence of tuition fees in private schools makes the latter dependent on the beneficiaries’ satisfaction to be viable, so that they should be highly responsive to beneficiary control. In summary, tuition fees increase the bargaining power of parents, which is low under a public system.

Then, one could expect that fee-charging private schools should adequately respond to the increase in demand for education while offering higher quality services, making the private provision of education a relevant policy option. Unfortunately, the multiplication of private schools has created a highly stratified educational system in many developing countries: private, fee-charging schools often fail to reach the most deprived fractions of the population, while free public schools and low-cost, low-quality private schools concentrate children from the poorest households. This would not be an issue if these schools were providing services of equal quality and if peer-effects were absent. However, as underlined above, public schools are likely to suffer from the traditional lack of efficiency of public service providers while peer effects are likely to be significant (Hoxby, 2000) \textsuperscript{82}, participating in what has been called the “learning crisis” (World Bank, 2017) \textsuperscript{144}, i.e. the fact that schooling does not result in adequate learning for a large number of children. This stratified system - both between the public and private sector and within the private sector - would then contribute even more to the already existing socio-economic inequalities in educational outcomes.

PPPs may seem to be a relevant alternative, likely to combine the efficiency of the private sector with the equity consideration of the public sector. In addition, as underlined by Patrinos et al. (2009) \textsuperscript{121}, the presence of affordable private schools, induced by PPPs, might bring public schools to increase the quality of their services as a response to the increased competition. In fact, the increased school choice created by PPPs may allow beneficiary control, despite the fact that most schools under a PPP contract are not allowed to charge fees, by increasing the number of free alternatives parents can use to vote with their feet. These features make beneficiary control both possible and likely to impact schools’ quality. Of course, this potential benefit relies on the assumption that parents indeed value schooling quality and choose the school where they will send their children accordingly. However, quality might not be the only factor taken into account by parents when choosing a school. Actually, heterogeneity in preferences is likely to generate different degrees of demand-side pressure for quality improvement across schools. Indeed, Hastings et al. (2009) \textsuperscript{77} show that higher-socioeconomic status (SES) parents are more likely to choose higher-performing schools compared to minority families, who might place less weight on schooling quality, so that

\textsuperscript{18} Although they do so, since more and more children switch to private schools, despite the fact that they charge tuition.
schools serving the disadvantaged families will face little pressure to improve. School choice may thus “widen rather than narrow the gap in achievement”, causing greater educational inequality and stratification over time. Still, Patrinos et al. (2009) advance that PPPs offer to the government the possibility to define specific requirements in term of the quality of the service that will be offered by the private provider.

4.1 Enrollment

Subsidies and voucher systems are particularly likely to impact school enrollment as they give schools incentives to attract as many students as they can. In addition, voucher systems increase the supply of schools available for a non-negligible number of households by relaxing their budget constraint: they might thus be effective in making the school supply match the unmet demand for education. This outcome is particularly relevant in developing countries, where the achievement of the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) in universal primary education has increased the need of primary but also secondary schools, as more and more students are eligible for secondary education. Many governments have then taken steps to increase school supply, while sometimes making private schools more affordable for parents. Unfortunately, although the relevant outcome of interest is overall enrollment, it will become clear in this section that most studies reviewed here are only able to capture changes in enrollment in treated schools, due to migration issues.

This is the case of a policy evaluation taking place in Uganda, where the government has launched a program in which participating private schools are offered a per-student subsidy, as part of its strategy to absorb the demand for secondary education. Participating schools were not allowed to charge any additional fees to children from the public system. The policy was randomly phased-in, allowing Barrera-Osorio et al. (2016) [21] to compare participating private schools to private schools which applied to the program but entered it after a one-year delay. It has to be noted that the sample of schools selected for the study was not random: on the 250 private schools that applied to the program, 150 schools considered as being in critical location with respect to local demand for secondary education were directly enrolled in the PPP program. These 150 schools were thus excluded from the sample. Then, when studying enrollment rates, one should keep in mind that although the estimates are internally valid, they might be lower than if the randomization had included schools in areas with a large unmet demand. The authors find that average enrollment increased by 35% in participating compared to non-participating private schools and conclude that the initiative was successful in absorbing the increased demand for secondary schools.
However, while the authors underline that they only perform a partial-equilibrium analysis, their estimate is likely to include the impact from the potential migration of students from non-participating to participating private schools, in which case the positive impact on enrollment in participating schools would not translate in net enrollment gains, making the study inconclusive.

Similarly, Barrera-Osorio and Raju (2011) [22] study the impact of public subsidies to low-cost private schools in Pakistan. They exploit the fact that, in order to be eligible, private schools have to apply and achieve a minimum student pass-rate in a standardized academic test. They are then able to use a Regression Discontinuity Design, comparing outcomes of schools scoring just above the threshold to the ones scoring just below. They are able to conclude that receiving the subsidy increases the number of students enrolled by 85 students for schools that were just above the threshold, a 37% increase compared to baseline. However, these estimates should be interpreted with caution as it seems that test scores have been manipulated around the threshold. In addition, to the extent that schools participating in the program were not allowed to charge fees to students, it is possible again that the increase in enrollment mainly captures migration from students between non-program schools and program schools.

Angrist et al. (2002) [10] provide evidence from a quasi-experiment that should better deal with migration issues. From 1991, Colombia has used a voucher system with the objective of increasing secondary school enrollment for children of low income families in the country's biggest cities. The authors exploit the lottery used by cities to allocate vouchers when demand exceeded supply - with supply determined by municipality budget constraint and an estimation of the discrepancy between primary-school enrollment and public secondary schools supply - by comparing lottery winners and losers in order to evaluate the voucher system. The fact that the treatment status is at the individual level, as opposed to Barrera et al. (2016) [21] and Barrera-Osorio and Raju (2011), allows them to abstract from migration issues when studying enrollment: they will be able to recover net gains in enrollment between lottery winners and losers. The authors conclude that private school subsidies did not directly increase overall secondary school enrollment, suggesting that the household decision of whether sending their children to school or not is not price-sensitive. On the other hand, the authors demonstrate that the choice between public and private schools is depending on price, since lottery winners are more likely to attend a private school than lottery losers. From this, the authors advance that even if they do not detect any impact on enrollment between lottery losers and winners, the switch from public to private schools induced by the voucher system might have allowed public schools to accept students that would have been turned away due to overcrowding in the absence of
the program. This argument implies that migration between schools alone has the potential to help increase net enrollment in an overcrowded public system. However, this hypothesis is speculative and should be tested rigorously before drawing any conclusion.

Some interventions are directly aimed at providing incentives to private entrepreneurs so that they build more schools. Barrera-Osorio et al. (2013) [20] study such initiative in the Sindh province of Pakistan. According to them, while low-cost private schools have the potential to help the government achieve universal primary school enrollment by increasing the number of schools available, it has been limited to certain areas of the country. In others, like the Sindh province, such schools were constrained by the low educational attainment of the population, making them unable to find enough skilled but low-cost teachers. Hence, the government has decided to launch a program in which financial incentives are offered to private entrepreneurs for establishing and operating public schools, through the payment of a per-student subsidy.

This study has also a gender dimension since some schools were offered a higher subsidy for girls than for boys. A nice feature of the program is that it was clustered at the village level, which should limit migration issues between villages. Still, it is possible that children in control villages are send to schools in treatment villages, resulting in an underestimation of the treatment effect. The authors report that the program was effective at increasing school enrollment: it increased average enrollment in treated villages by 30 percentage points compared to control villages. However, we have to underline the fact that, again, the counterfactual is not public schools but rather no additional schools in the village: it is thus impossible to conclude anything on whether these voucher schools were more effective at increasing enrollment than public school. Still, this study is highly informative on the potential for voucher schools to be used in order to increase school availability in previously neglected areas. An earlier study, evaluating a similar program, offering to private schools a subsidy per girl enrolled in order to incentivize them to construct new facilities in lower-income neighborhoods of Pakistan, reaches an analogous conclusion: the program increased both girls and boys’ enrollment (Kim et al., 1999) [88]. However, due to the small size of the sample, the randomization failed to balance covariates between control and treatment neighborhoods, casting doubts on the robustness of these results. Through a difference-in-differences, controlling for constant confounding factors, the authors are still able to conclude that the program significantly increased girls enrollment in treated neighborhood by 28%, though the point estimate is of smaller magnitude than in the previous analysis.

Overall, the few studies available tend to confirm that PPPs in education have the potential to increase net
enrollment in developing countries. However, more evidence is needed as most of the studies reviewed in this section focus on the impact of PPPs on enrollment in treated schools rather than on overall enrollment, and fail to control for migration from non-participating to participating schools, which may bias the results. Future research should take steps to deal with migration issues: analyzing student enrollment decision or clustering randomization at a broader level than the school are solutions that should be explored.

4.2 Educational Outcomes

While enrollment rates increase in many countries, the true education emergency seems to lie in the so called learning crisis (World Bank, 2017) [144], i.e. the fact that even though children are attending schools, they are not learning. Public schools, lacking the appropriate incentives to be efficient, play an important role in this situation. PPPs could be a potential solution to this crisis as they allow to benefit from the efficiency of the private sector in a system that acknowledges the fact that education is a public good.

In addition, voucher systems increase the degree of competition on the school market - as they allow school choice - so that they are particularly likely to be effective at increasing the quality of education. One should however be careful when studying voucher systems as they particularly suffer from the “double-sided selection bias”, i.e., supply and demand side selection bias. Randomization at the school level, for example, might only solve the bias coming from the self-selection of schools in the voucher system. This is the case with the study from Barrera-Osorio et al. (2016) [21]. They exploit the fact that private schools willing to participate in the voucher system were randomly phased-in to get rid of part of the supply side selection bias. However, when comparing test scores in participating and non-participating private schools, they omit to mention that students' characteristics in these schools might be very different. For example, budget and credit-constrained households particularly caring about their children education are likely to choose participating private schools, so best performing public schools students would then transfer to participating private schools, increasing their average test scores, while letting unchanged the student composition of non-participating private schools. Non-random selection is all the more likely to happen to the extent that schools are allowed to select the public students they accept. Due to this characteristic, the randomization does not even get rid of the full supply side selection bias. As expected, the authors find that students in participating private schools perform significantly better than students in non-participating private schools. Indeed, one should remember that the policy did not target students already in the private system, so that it did not give students in non-participating private schools incentives to switch to participating private schools.
The lotteries used to attribute vouchers in case of excess supply is likely to provide more robust estimates. Indeed, the way the randomization is performed allows to get rid of both the supply and demand side selection biases: the selection of student by voucher schools has been made ex ante,\textsuperscript{20} and only voucher applicants are considered for the lottery. In addition, individuals are directly compared rather than schools, so differences in, say, private and public schools location do not imply a selection bias but are only different channels when studying the impacts of receiving a voucher - which is the treatment unanimously chosen when evaluating the Colombian system. All these reasons explain why this system has extensively been studied.

Angrist et al. (2002) \cite{Angrist2002} studied educational outcomes three years after the start of the program. They compare lottery winners and lottery losers and find highly positive impacts of winning the lottery. For example, lottery winners completed 0.12-0.16 additional years of schooling and were 5-6 percentage points less likely to repeat a grade than lottery losers. Since the authors warn that education may not automaticaly imply learning, they use standardized tests in mathematics, reading and writing. They conclude that lottery winners scored 0.2 standard deviations higher than lottery losers, although this difference is only marginally significant. Unfortunately, the analysis suffers from a low power since only 60\% of lottery participants agreed to take the test, potentially explaining the low significance of results. More importantly, the small share of students who participated in the test might reflect selection. Still, attrition rates between control and treatment groups are not significantly different so that the parameters estimated are internally valid. One should also note that compliance with “voucher status” is imperfect: some lottery losers actually receive some form of government scholarship, while some lottery winners do not actually receive any scholarship. The authors provide 2SLS estimates of the impact of receiving a scholarship, instrumenting the reception of a public scholarship with lottery status, in order to capture the impact of the voucher on the subset of scholarship users who would not have used one without the lottery.

Angrist et al. (2006) \cite{Angrist2006} use the same identification strategy in order to evaluate the long-term effects - after 7 years - of the Colombian voucher program. They find that voucher winners were 5-7 percentage points more likely to graduate from high school than voucher losers, although they only have an imperfect proxy for high school graduation, making the estimation less precise. This result implies that a smaller number of lottery losers took the college-entrance test. They thus have to correct for this when studying test scores, as directly comparing test scores of lottery winners and losers might suffer from a downward selection bias. Indeed, taking the test is likely to be

\textsuperscript{20}Voucher allocation is conditional on having been accepted to private school.
correlated with both voucher status and test scores if non-voucher students who expect to perform poorly are the ones not taking the test. The different strategies used in order to circumvent this issue - artificial censoring and nonparametric bounds - allow to conclude that the difference in test scores between lottery winners and losers is significantly positive in the long-run. In addition, Bettinger et al. (2010) [26] are able to disentangle the channels at play in the Colombian voucher system and conclude that vouchers have a real positive impact on the outcomes selected by Angrist et al. (2006) [11], outside potential peer effects. They reach this conclusion by studying a subpopulation of voucher applicants: applicants to vocational schools. They exploit the fact that voucher winners who had applied to vocational schools attended schools (vocational schools) with lower observable peer quality than voucher losers, who were more likely to attend an academic school. Thanks to this strategy, they are able to show that “despite having worse peers, voucher winners in this population had significantly better outcomes than voucher losers”. One of the potential channel for this positive impact is that the characteristics of the Colombian voucher system give incentives to students to be more serious in order to avoid repeating and thus, losing the voucher. In addition, the authors suggest that vocational private schools are more likely to adapt the skills they teach to students' preferences and economic conditions, thanks to their flexibility.

Overall, although results from studies covering the Colombian program seem positive, it should be reminded that it was a very specific policy to the extent that it was implemented on a small scale and that the vouchers were renewable conditional on grade completion. This latter characteristic, implying incentives for students to perform better, could actually explain why voucher winners performed better as suggested by Bettinger et al. (2010) [26], while private schools might not necessarily perform better in the absence of this feature.

Voucher systems have also been used in large US cities in order to target low income households. Over-subscription was often handled through a lottery, getting rid of both supply- and demand-side selection biases as in the Colombian case. This is for example the case for the first federally funded private school voucher program in the country, the DC Opportunity Scholarship Program, launched in 2004. Wolf et al. (2010) [139] exploit the random allocation of vouchers in order to identify the impact of winning a voucher. They report that, although lottery winners were significantly more likely to graduate from high-school (by 12pps) after at least four years, they did not perform significantly better in term of reading and math test scores. Similarly, Rouse (1998) [128] exploits the random allocation of voucher among 2,300 applicants through a lottery to evaluate the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program, targeting poor households from 1990 in Wisconsin. She warns that the sample of lottery losers might not
be representative due to attrition, and that compliance with voucher status was not perfect. She finds that lottery winners only start scoring significantly higher in maths after 4 years into the program, while there is no statistically significant differences in reading. More recently, Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2018) [2] use the same strategy in order to evaluate the Louisiana Scholarship Program, providing private school vouchers for disadvantaged students attending low-performing public schools. Instrumenting the use of the voucher with lottery status, they find highly negative results: among the 1,412 first-time applicants in grades three through eight, participation in the program lowers test scores in math (0.41 s.d.), reading (0.08 s.d.), science (0.26 s.d.) and social studies (0.33 s.d.) for compliers, after one year. These results are robust to controlling for differential attrition rates using trimming and bounds. Mills and Wolf (2017) [104] extend the previous analysis to two years after the start of the program. They argue that results are more encouraging in the second year of the program, although estimates are still negative.

If the voucher programs studied above were restrictive in the way they were allocating vouchers, there also exist some universal voucher system, in which every student is eligible for a voucher, irrespective of parental income. This is for example the case in Chile, where the government decided to offer a per-student subsidy to both public and voucher schools from 1981. The impacts of such universal voucher system on educational outcomes can only be identified through weaker strategies than the previous randomization, as constructing a control group is made extremely challenging. Still, the case of Chile has been extensively studied. In this review, we will only select the strongest identification strategies, while underlining how their results differ from studies using cross sectional data.

Lara et al. (2011) [92] summarize that “most studies using cross-sectional individual level data have found that students attending private voucher schools have higher educational outcomes than those from public schools; the estimated impact is typically between 0.15 and 0.2 standard deviations”. They underline that most of these results are based on a Heckman two-stage approach in order to control for non-random selection in private schools, often using school density as an instrument. However, they argue that since school density may actually reflects unobserved characteristics impacting educational outcomes, such approaches are likely to provide invalid estimates. Similarly, propensity score matching (Anand, Mizala and Repetto, 2009 [5]) is unlikely to account for the full set of potential confounders. Lara et al. (2011) [92] exploit the fact that they gain access to the previous students’ test scores: they show that they can replicate the positive and highly significant impact of private schools on student test scores (test score gain of 13% and 14% of one standard deviation for language and mathematics, respectively), but that these estimates become insignificant once they control for previous test scores. This suggests that most
of the previous results suffered from an upward bias, as more able students seem to select into private voucher schools. They also use a novel strategy which is likely to avoid at least part of the demand side selection bias. They exploit the fact that most schools provide either primary or secondary education, implying that students have to switch school. They restrict their sample to eighth-grade students in public schools that have to switch school: the treatment group is composed of students who switch to private schools while the control group is composed of students who switch to another public school. They assume that such approach is likely to make the two groups more similar. Using both propensity score matching and changes-in-changes, they find that private voucher education has a small and sometimes insignificant impact on test scores, between 4% to 6% of a standard deviation. Still, their identification strategy might fail to account for confounders determining the selection into different school types at the end of primary school.

Hsieh and Urquiola (2006) [84] circumvent the issue of student selection by evaluating the impact of school choice on education instead of the impact of attending a private school relatively to a public school. They use municipal panel data, exploiting the fact that private schools developed more in urban and wealthier municipalities, in order to implement a difference-in-differences: under the assumption that this differential impact is driven by characteristics that are fixed over time, they can compare the “change in educational outcomes in urban and wealthier communities to that in communities where private schooling increased by less”. Using this strategy, they find that increased school choice fails to impact test scores, while it has a negative impact on average repetition rates and grade-for-age measures, even when controlling for pre-existing trends. However, as with any difference-in-differences estimates, their validity is conditional on whether the parallel trend assumption holds, i.e. on whether the outcomes of interest would have evolved similarly in the two groups in the absence of the program. In addition, they also complement the difference-in-differences approach with different instruments for private school growth and show that, “if anything, the OLS estimates overstate the impact of the voucher program.” They also provide more anecdotal evidence that Chilean students’ performance in international test did not improve between 1970 and 1999. We will see later that the authors explain this poor impact of school choice by the stratification that resulted from the creation of the voucher system in Chile.

Finally, Aguirre (2017) [3] takes advantage of a recent reform of the voucher system which aims at preventing segregation of students based on their socio-economic status. In 2008, the government increased the voucher school subsidy by 50% for students in the bottom 40% of the income distribution, giving more incentives to private schools
to enroll them. The reform further forbade voucher schools to use screening - although the author notes that this was not implemented in practice - and to charge add-ons to parents eligible for these targeted vouchers. Through this, Aguirre (2017) can identify the impact of being eligible for a targeted voucher on educational outcomes, exploiting the discontinuity in eligibility with respect to income levels created by the reform through a RDD. Results are again disappointing: any positive impact above 0.04 standard deviation on math and language test score can be rejected. We will come back to the potential explanations when analyzing evidence over socio-economic segregation.

We now turn to the evidence regarding the private management of public schools, encompassing charter schools - not allowed to charge tuition or screen students - which have extensively been studied due to their popularity in the US. Again, such PPP offer a nice way to identify the impact of charter schools as oversubscribed schools use a lottery to determine which students will be enrolled. Most authors choose to instrument enrollment in private school with lottery status, allowing to estimate the impact of being enrolled in a private school, even though the validity of these estimates is restricted to lottery compliers. Epple et al (2015) [56], in their review of the literature over charter schools, find at least 7 papers that fall into this category. Overall, they observe that attending a private school seems to have positive and significant impacts on test scores in math and language, although there are differences in magnitude. For example, Hoxby and Rockoff (2003) [81] find that attending a charter school in Chicago significantly improves math - between 6 and 7 pps - and reading - between 5 and 6 pps - test scores of students who apply to kindergarten through grade five, using a sample of 3,407 students. In New York, Hoxby et al. (2009) [83] analyze the impact of being enrolled in grades 3 to 12 of a New York City charter school between 2000 and 2008. The authors underline that since 94% of charter school students have been admitted after having participated in a lottery, lotteries are not restricted to a subset of high performing charter schools and the external validity of the study is relatively high. Their results are also highly positive since they find that “by the time a charter school student has reached the end of eighth grade, he will be scoring about 30 points higher in math than he would have been scoring if he had been lotteried-out and remained in the regular public schools”, almost enough to close 86% of the average gap in test scores between one of the most affluent suburbs of New York and Harlem, where many charter schools are located. Attending a charter school closes 66% of the same gap in language. Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009) [1] study the effectiveness of Boston charter schools. They find that language and math scores increase by, respectively, 0.25 and 0.42 standard deviation for each year in a charter middle school. Results for attending a charter high school are similar for math but less robust for language. They are also able
to evaluate the effectiveness of pilot schools, which have less flexibility in term of teachers’ contracts: attending a pilot school has not significant impact on test scores. This results seem externally valid since Angrist et al. (2010) [13] underline that they find results remarkably similar to Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009) [1] when studying a sample of 856 students who applied to a KIPP charter school in Massachusetts, with effects on the order of 0.35 standard deviation for math and 0.12 standard deviation for language. Positive evidence accumulate as Dobbie and Fryer (2011) [49] find that attending a charter school in Harlem from sixth through eighth grade increases test score by 0.687 standard deviation in math and 0.141 standard deviation in language, relatively to attending a public school. In Washington D.C., attending a charter school increases yearly achievement by 0.211 standard deviation in reading and 0.229 standard deviation in math (Curto and Fryer, 2014) [46]. Although these results are less informative as they do not instrument charter school enrollment with lottery status, Wong et al. (2014) [140] show that being offered to a high-performing charter high school in poor neighborhoods of Los Angeles significantly improves math and language test scores.

One study, though, contrasts with the rest of the literature. Gleason et al. (2010) [70] take advantage of a sample of lottery outcomes of 36 middle charter schools across 15 US states. They do not detect any significant impact of being enrolled in a charter school on test scores. However, attending a charter school seems to have heterogeneous effects according to the socio-economic status of students: the authors find that studying in a charter school “had positive effects in mathematics for more economically disadvantaged students and negative effects in both reading and mathematics for more economically advantaged students”. Still, the majority of results from studies on charter schools reviewed here are largely positive. Moreover, Angrist et al. (2016) [12] recently provided evidence that charter schools can have many long-lasting positive impacts: relatively to students attending a public school, students enrolled in a charter high school have higher scores at high school exit exams and university entrance exams (SAT), are more likely to qualify for a state-sponsored scholarship but also to attend a 4-year than a 2-year college. Overall, charter schools seem to have highly positive impacts on educational outcomes, at least in the USA.

Interestingly, one should note that the broad consensus achieved through randomization-based studies greatly differ from the results achieved using difference-in-differences. Such studies take advantage of students switching between a public and a charter school to create a treatment group, while controlling for constant differences with non-switchers over time. Estimates resulting from such approach might be biased if confounding factors affect both the switch and educational outcomes. In addition, as underlined by Epple et al. (2015) [56], these results provide
an answer to a very different question: do individual test scores increase when a student switches from a public to a voucher school? Evidence from such fixed effects strategies are often non significant, or even negative, for both language and math test scores (Bifulco and Ladd, 2006 [29]; Booker et al., 2007 [33]; Zimmer et al., 2012 [147]).

Finally, tying private operation and infrastructure provision also has the potential to improve educational outcomes, as demonstrated by the previously mentioned RCT in Pakistan. Barrera-Osorio (2013) [20] indeed estimate that test scores increase by 0.67 standard deviations in treatment villages, where new privately operated public schools have been established, relative to control villages. In addition, instrumenting student enrollment with treatment status, the authors conclude that children enrolled thanks to the program score 2 standard deviations higher than children in control villages.

Overall, the impact of PPPs on educational outcomes seems to differ according to their location, coverage and to the type of contracts used (voucher, charter, subsidies). For example, even if it is likely to depend on the institutional details, charter schools in the US seem effective at increasing test scores, as opposed to voucher schools. On the contrary, voucher schools in Colombia seem to have positive impacts on educational outcomes, which is not the case of the universal voucher system implemented in Chile. This latter case illustrates that the scale of the program and the incentives to students embodied in it matter. Additional evidence would be needed in order to reach more robust conclusions. Moreover, the mechanisms through which PPPs in education impact educational achievement should be studied more thoroughly in order to improve their design. It is also important to recognize that positive impacts from PPPs in education might come with downsides, in particular if these improvements stem from an increased segregation, as argued in the following section.

4.3 School Stratification

Previous studies provide evidence on the impact of attending a voucher/charter school on individual test scores. However, it is unclear if this impact, whether it is positive or negative, comes from a higher quality of such schools, positive externalities among students (peer effects) or a mixture of both. Disentangling these two channels would be highly valuable as it has important implications for the aggregate impact of the system on educational outcomes.

For example, if most of the increase in test scores for charter schools is due to peer effects, the co-existence of public and charter schools might have detrimental consequences for students in the former: the fact that charter schools attract the best performing students, resulting in a high quality class composition, implies that public

---

21 As opposed to the question of whether average test scores differ in public versus voucher school.
schools’ student composition has deteriorated. Then, the coexistence between schools under a PPP contract and public schools might result in a dual system. This might contribute to maintain pre-existing inequalities in the long-run (Benabou, 1994) [38]. From this, understanding the impact of educational systems undertaking PPPs on socio-economic segregation is thus crucial before making any conclusion on their overall effectiveness, and should also inform the way these contracts are designed. We review here studies tackling such issues. We also include studies covering ethnic segregation across schools, as it is as likely to have long-term detrimental consequences on inequalities.

One of the most studied systems in term of socio-economic segregation is the Chilean universal voucher system. As underlined by Epple and al. (2017) [58], one of the feature of this system making it particularly subject to cream skimming\textsuperscript{22} is the fact that voucher schools screen applicants based on admission exams and/or interviews with students or parents. In addition, voucher schools have been allowed to charge tuition fees on top of the amount covered by the voucher, inducing a selection of students based on their socio-economic background. Actually, the authors note that this outcome was predicted by theoretical models including characteristics such as screening and tuition add-ons (Epple and Romano, 1998 [57]; MacLeod and Urquiola, 2009 [96]). For example, Epple and Romano (1998) [57] conclude that if schools are able to price discriminate on ability, in equilibrium sorting will be be made along two dimensions: low-ability, high-income students will select in voucher schools by paying a higher tuition premium, while high-ability, low-income students will benefit from the voucher. In addition, MacLeod and Urquiola (2009) [96] advance that when schools are allowed to screen students on their ability, increased school competition will lead to socio-economic segregation.

Sorting coupled with peer effects may actually be one of the explanations for the absence of improvement regarding Chilean students’ performance in international tests. As mentioned above, Hsieh and Urquiola (2006) [84] finding that an increased availability of private schools at the municipality level does not translate into higher test scores may mean that the gains in voucher schools are fully offset by the losses in public schools. A simple OLS regression shows that the educational attainment and income of parents in public schools are lower in municipalities with higher private enrollment: “a one standard deviation increase in the private enrollment rate is associated with 38–43% of a standard deviation decline in the relative income of public school parents”. They also underline that it might have been possible that public schools improved thanks to the increased competition, while loosing their

\textsuperscript{22}The fact that the most privileged students and/or the ones with the highest ability migrate from public to schools under a PPP contract.
best performing students, two effects particularly difficult to disentangle. However, they show that relative grades of public school students worsened in communes with a larger increase in private enrollment, so that any positive impact of competition on public schools is more than offset by cream-skimming. Overall, they conclude that “the central effect of the school voucher program in Chile appears to have been to facilitate the exodus of the Chilean middle class from public schools, without much evidence that it has improved aggregate academic outcomes.”

Still, despite the lack of rigorous research, a broad consensus has emerged in Chile on the detrimental impact of the voucher system regarding socio-economic segregation. This has led to the 2008 reform, increasing vouchers by 50% for students from households in the bottom 40% of the income distribution. In addition, schools accepting these targeted vouchers were also forbidden to screen students - though this was apparently not implemented in practice - and to charge add-ons tuition to eligible students. The combination of a voucher independent of income with students screening and the possibility to charge additional fees were often cited as one of the main cause of stratification in Chile (Mizala and Torche, 2012) [105]. Thus, this reform was expected to decrease significantly the socio-economic stratification created by the voucher system, and to increase the pool of schools available and affordable for low-income children. Several studies have evaluated this reform.

For example, Navarro-Palau (2017) [112], uses two sources of variation - namely the timing of the reform and birth cutoff determining the timing of school entry - in order to identify the impact of the reform. She finds that “even though almost 50% of the population was eligible, the probability of enrolling in a public school only fell in around 1.6%”. Moreover, analyzing the characteristics of students who switched from public to private schools after the introduction of the reform, she shows that compliers are not the poorest students in the population, which might illustrate both cream-skimming by private schools and imperfect information, particularly for the poorest families. Overall, the socioeconomic composition of a student’s peers remained unchanged after the introduction of the reform. Although it does not decrease stratification, Navarro-Palau (2017) concludes that the reform may still have had some positive impact as she finds that test scores increased for students more likely to enroll in public schools. The author suggests that this comes from the public schools’ response to the increased competition faced after the reform. Aguirre (2017) [3] reaches similar results with respect to the impact on students’ choice by using a RDD, comparing students just above the income threshold to those just below. Being eligible for a targeted voucher does not impact the type of school chosen, as eligible students are not more likely to choose a private school, a school with higher test scores, a higher average socioeconomic status or a lower class size. The author suggests different
mechanisms that could explain these results. First, parents might not have been able to choose higher quality schools because only a subset of private schools agreed to participate in the targeted voucher program. In particular, among the schools that charged add-ons, only 50% joined the initiative. Still, the reform created important incentives for at least some private schools to accept lower-income students and it is surprising to observe that parents did not take advantage of their increased school choice. Demand side mechanisms could then be at play. Aguirre (2017) [3] advances that low-income households might suffer from a number of barriers preventing them to make the optimal school choice: a lack of information over school quality, the complexity to evaluate a large number of options, or the fact that parents simply choose the school in which their social group is over-represented. Then, even a promising reform seems unable to solve the socio-economic stratification of the Chilean voucher system. Estimating a structural model, Neilson (2017) [113] also produces consistent findings. Indeed, while the descriptive evidence he presents suggest that the gap in test scores between poor and rich students decreased after the implementation of the targeted voucher policy, he notes that this “increase in academic achievement was not the result of a massive reshuffling of students to more productive schools but driven by schools improving their quality”. Then, while the reform of the Chilean voucher might have implied a reduction of the inequalities in educational attainment, the evidence at hand indicate that this change was not due to weaker stratification.

Interestingly, Gazmuri (2017) [68] explains that the reform might have created room for more stratification. Using a student-level panel data (2005-2012), she finds that the probability of enrolling in a private school increased by 10 percentage points for low-SES students one year after the reform; leaving only the most deprived students in public schools. She suggests that it illustrates a certain decrease in cream-skimming based on socio-economic characteristics from voucher schools participating in the reform: these schools suddenly accepted students of lower SES thanks to the financial incentives they faced. However, she also shows that, following the increased probability that low-SES students enroll in private schools, more advantaged students were more likely to migrate to a private school that was not accepting targeted vouchers, because of high-SES households’ preferences toward high-SES peers for their children. As summed up by the author, “the program seems to have mainly caused a redistribution of the most vulnerable students between some private schools and public schools. Moreover, it kept higher-income students in the non-SEP\textsuperscript{23} private subsidized schools and the most vulnerable students in public schools”.

Fortunately, this feature of the Chilean system does not seem to be universal. For example, the Swedish system appears to be less impacted by socio-economic segregation. Epple et al. (2017) [59] note that this might\textsuperscript{23}Voucher schools that chose to do not accept targeted vouchers.

\textsuperscript{23}Voucher schools that chose to do not accept targeted vouchers.
simply reflects adequacy of the rules of the program, designed to prevent such stratification. Indeed, all school are prevented from screening or charging tuition add-ons. Böhlmark et al. (2015) [39] provide some evidence that the Swedish universal voucher system implemented in 1992 did increase segregation along both socio-economic and ethnic dimensions, even though they note that the magnitudes of their results is low. They implement a strategy similar to Hsieh and Urquiola (2006) [84], namely the comparison of municipalities with an important expansion of school choice with the ones where it was limited, coupled with instrumental variables. This approach allows to control for any time-invariant characteristics that might be correlated with the growth of private schools. They conclude that municipalities that benefited from an increased availability of schools are associated with a higher level of segregation between immigrants and natives, and between children of high/low educated parents. The authors warn that their results might not be interpretable as causal: for example, they show that the parallel trend assumption did not hold in the years preceding the introduction of the voucher with respect to income segregation, although it holds with respect to segregation between immigrants and natives.

A last possibility is that the universality of the program explains sorting. Then, targeted voucher schools might be more likely to circumvent this issue. In particular, since they are not allowed to screen students: they have to implement a lottery in case of over-subscription.24 Chakrabarti (2013) [40] compare students eligible for a voucher as part of the already mentioned Milwaukee program, implemented from 1990. The author first provides a theoretical model concluding that the prohibition of both sorting and tuition adds-on might prevent sorting by income at the application stage, but not by ability. These predictions are backed up by the data. Analyzing applicants’ characteristics from the first five years of the program, she finds that, out of the students eligible for a voucher, applicants do not come from wealthier households than non-applicants, but seem to have a higher ability, proxied by mother’s education, time spent with the child in activities such as reading, math, writing, sports, educational expectations for the child, or proportion of parents participating in various parent-teacher activities. This sorting is based on parental preferences. However, further sorting based on ability does not appear when comparing successful applicants according to whether they choose to enroll in the voucher school or not.

However, the design of targeted program highly matters when one hopes to decrease stratification. Studying the India’s Right to Education (RTE) Act of 2009, through which the government blocks 25% of the places in entry grades of all private schools for children from disadvantaged households while covering their tuition fees,

24In such cases, two different sources of stratification still remain present. First, voucher schools might locate in very specific neighborhood. Second, students applying to voucher schools might have very different characteristics than those who do not.
Damera (2017) [47] shows that the absence of differences in test scores of lottery winning and losing children after 1.5 years can be explained by a mistargeting of the policy, implied by its poor design. The author shows that policy applicants were default private school goers as “99 percent of the treatments and 93 percent of the controls are enrolled in private schools”. He first explains that making eligibility contingent on income enabled ineligible households to participate in the program as income determination is particularly difficult in India. In addition, he advances that the important non-tuition costs, which are estimated to represent 1.3 times the tuition fees, simply deterred poor households to apply to the program since it did not cover these costs. Overall, this specific program failed to decrease segregation to the extent that “the poor [were] not induced to participate and the non-poor [were] not effectively prevented from participating”.

Regarding charter schools, they might resemble (well-designed) targeted voucher systems with respect to sorting. They are not allowed to screen students and do not charge tuition adds-on as they are (privately managed) public schools. However, the possibility of stratification from charter schools location choices and parental preferences remains. As underlined by Epple et al. (2015) [56], the main source of segregation comes from the fact that charter schools are concentrated in urban areas, where the minority and low-income households are disproportionately represented. They also note that households’ preferences reinforce such segregation. To disentangle the latter effect from the former, they track students who switched from a public school to a charter school thanks to longitudinal student-level data. This allows to capture the impact of individual selection as, conditional on the presence of a charter school, one can check whether switchers enroll in schools with a larger share of student of the same socio-economic background and/or ethnicity. Of course, estimates from such strategy are only valid for the population of switchers, so that their external validity is limited.

Booker et al. (2005) [34] implement the empirical approach described above using data on school switchers in Texas and California. In both states, they observe that black students are more likely to switch to charter schools with a larger share of black students and a higher degree of racial concentration relatively to their preceding public school. As noted by the authors, these results are consistent with the ones of Bilfulco and Ladd (2007) [30] who use the same technique in North Carolina. They also show that black students switch to schools with lower achieving peers than in their preceding school, while it is the contrary for white students. They conclude that “asymmetric preferences of black and white charter school students (and their families) for schools of different racial compositions help to explain why there are so few racially balanced charter schools.” Zimmer et al. (2009) [146], exploiting school
switchers data from 8 US States, also find that African American students transferring to charters schools are more likely to end up in schools with a higher share of black students. In addition to these evidence of ethnic stratification, Booker et al. (2005) [34] also show that Texan switchers have lower test scores than other students in the public school they leave. In fact, in both states, no evidence of cream-skimming by charter schools is found, while it is even the opposite in Texas. Zimmer et al. (2009) [146] similarly conclude against a systematic cream-skimming by charter schools. These results might reflect the targeted dimension of charter schools in the US, which might make some parents reluctant to send their children to such schools.

Overall, it seems that PPPs often increase the degree of socio-economic and ethnic segregation in the educational system, failing to solve the main issue created by the co-existence of public and independent private schools. Stratification actually seems to emerge when different types of schools coexist within a system, which might sound obvious as it creates more room from selection on both the supply and demand sides. Targeted systems might actually increase segregation even more as they institutionalize the fact that different schools will be directed at different types of students. For example, the Chilean reform increased stratification across voucher schools, as half of them refused to accept targeted vouchers, signaling they were targeting wealthier students. On an optimistic note, as noted by Kremer and Holla (2009) [90], socio-economic stratification might not be detrimental to educational achievement: Duflo et al. (2011) [51] show that tracking primary school students by initial achievement is beneficial as it allows teachers to adapt their teaching to the level of their students. Still, it is unclear whether such adaptation is systematically undertaken within PPPs educational systems nor whether it always overcome the absence of high ability peers for lower performing students. In addition, the income and ethnic inequalities perpetuated by such systems are anyway likely to result in a highly polarized society (Kremer and Sarychev, 2000) [91].

4.4 Cost-Effectiveness

Very few studies evaluate the impact of PPPs on the cost of education. To the best of our knowledge, only Angrist et al. (2006) [11], studying the targeted voucher system in Colombia, provide estimates of the impact of such a system on households and government’s expenditures. They show that lottery winners faced a $52 dollar increase in educational expenditure compared to lottery losers. This increase comes from expenditures associated to private school enrollment - as winners have a higher probability of enrolling in private schools - but also from the fact that some students who would have attended a private school anyway chose a more expensive school when winning.
the voucher. In addition, voucher winners were less likely to work while studying: the authors estimate that they earned $41 less than lottery losers. Then, the voucher actually increased households’ expenditures by $93. Since they received $74 more through the voucher than lottery losers, households spend $19 more than lottery losers. The authors also estimate that the voucher increased the government’s expenditures by 24$ per lottery winners, as the voucher they provide is larger than the public costs saved when students migrate from public schools. However, the authors argue that, to the extent that lottery winners completed more schooling and scored approximately 0.2 standard deviations higher, the benefits for participants outweigh the cost of the program. Still, they underline that the impact of the program on other students should be taken into account. If such voucher programs disproportionately affect ethnic and socio-economic segregation, its cost would be higher. Unfortunately, such impact is very difficult to quantify, so it is possible that vouchers are cost effective for lottery winners, but not for the universe of students.
5  PPPs effectiveness in Health

In this section, we review the empirical evidence over the impacts of PPPs on health services use, health-related outcomes, stratification, and cost-effectiveness. One should note that the literature covering PPPs in the health-care sector is very scarce and of relatively poor quality. We will sometimes refer to less rigorous studies but we will take care to underline their limitations.

The most developed contribution seems to cover voucher schemes and pay-for-performance programs, that have mainly been implemented in developing countries. Such policies often - but not always - target both public and private health providers. There are three main limitations with studies evaluating these schemes.

First, they are not always making clear whether the program is directed at public, private, or both types of health care providers. We thus have to exclude papers, which do not mention whether the policy in question involves the private sector. Second, it seems that many health care programs, such as vouchers, have been implemented through a foreign aid initiative, which would not fall under the definition of PPPs in health care. Again, we will exclude studies that do not explicitly state that the government was involved in implementing the project. Finally, the remaining evaluations, when they include both public and private facilities, often do not disaggregate results by type of providers. Still, as long as they are opened to private health care providers, these policies should be understood as PPPs as they imply the collaboration of the public sector with some private entities.

Ideally, we would like to disentangle the channels of a change in health-related outcomes, saying for example, whether an aggregate health improvement after the introduction of a voucher comes from the fact that more individuals can then afford private health care, which might be of greater quality, or because competition increases the overall quality of care. However, since the desirability of an health care system should be determined by its aggregated impact, we will also consider such aggregate evidence on health PPPs.

The change in scope of PPPs in the health sector comes from the fact that, similarly to the education sector, the low quality and unequal coverage of public health services has created room for private health-care providers in developing countries, making it increasingly possible for governments to take advantage of the private sector, with its potentially greater efficiency and flexibility.

Banerjee et al. (2004) [16], for example, describe the quality of public health services in a poor rural area of the state of Rajasthan in India as “abysmal”. Indeed, the public sector largely fails to provide the proper incentives, to limit issues such as moral hazard from health workers. The issue is even more striking than in the education
sector: averaging absenteeism rates across Bangladesh, Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Peru, and Uganda, Chaudhury et al. (2006) [41] find that 35% of government health workers were absent at the time they checked. These large absenteeism rates might in part be explained by the fact that a large fraction of public health workers also work in private facilities. In addition, absenteeism is higher in remote places, where the only health facilities are often primary health centers, which are less attractive and in where no doctors are present so that there is no threat of being monitored by a superior. Actually, Banerjee and Duflo (2006) [17] note that a single health worker is often running rural health centers, meaning that his absence is equivalent to a facility being closed. This is the reason why most rural inhabitants simply do not use government health facilities. Banerjee et al. (2004) [16] estimate that 57% of visits are made to private providers in rural Rajasthan. More generally, the poor quality of the public sector has created a large market for private health providers in developing countries. In India, for example, the private sector account for about 80% of outpatient care and 60% of inpatient care (Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 2014) [117] while, in Sub-Saharan Africa, the private sector provides 50% of health care (World Bank, 2008) [142].

However, although private operators are more likely to provide the right incentives and monitoring, it does not systematically translate in high quality health care services. For example, in rural Rajasthan, 41% of private doctors do not have a medical degree and 17% have not even graduated from high school (Banerjee et al., 2004) [16]. Similarly, in Uganda, private health workers’ knowledge over first-line management of malaria, pneumonia and diarrhoea is significantly lower than in public facilities (Buregyeya et al., 2017) [37]. In fact, the absence of proper regulation of private providers by the public sector creates important discrepancies in quality and access to health care (Health Research Institute, 2010) [79]. In addition, the multiplication of these private facilities might deteriorate even more the quality of public services as they are likely to attract the most skilled health workers. PPPs offer a way for the government to regulate and monitor the private provision of health services, by contracting over defined quality and coverage standards, while benefiting from its efficiency.25

5.1 Health Services Utilization

There exists a large number of preventive health care services that would be effective at decreasing health risks, but that are not used by patients for various reasons: they might not know about it, their beliefs/customs might forbid the use of such services, or they simply cannot afford them. Such services encompass reproductive and sexual
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25 Of course, the government might also try to provide the relevant incentives to increase the efficiency of the public sector. However, some evidence show that governments might not be able to commit to such an approach: for example, a promising experiment aiming at increasing government health workers attendance in India through financial penalties was made ineffective by the local health administration by creating many “exemptions” to the scheme (Banerjee et al. 2008) [18].
health care, maternal and child health care, or preventive goods such as insecticide-treated bed nets for preventing malaria. Demand-side interventions have been recommended in order to increase the use of these goods and services. In developing countries, vouchers have been one way for governments to try to remedy this insufficient utilization: they are distributed to a specific population, and give access to free or subsidized health goods or services, that are then reimbursed to participating providers by the relevant governmental agency. According to Brody et al. (2013) [36], vouchers both relax budget constraints that might prevent individuals from using a particular health service and give incentives to health providers to increase its supply: these two effects should result in an increased utilization of the targeted health care services. In addition, vouchers can lower stratification by allowing even the most deprived to choose their health care provider (Arur et al., 2009) [14].

A nice feature of voucher programs is that they can specifically be directed to the at-risk and under-served population. Nicaragua, facing high rates of unwanted pregnancies and illegal abortions, has used such a scheme in order to increase access and use of reproductive health care by poor adolescents in its capital city, Managua: between 2000 and 2001, 28,771 vouchers were distributed to male and female adolescents in poor neighborhoods of the city, giving access to “one consultation and one follow-up visit for counseling, family planning, pregnancy testing, antenatal care, sexually transmitted infections (STI) treatment, or a combination of these services” (Meuwissen et al., 2006) [103]. Participating clinics were selected through a competitive process, opened to both private, NGO, and public clinics. In order to evaluate the impact of the program on the use of reproductive health care services, Meuwissen et al. (2006) [103] exploit the fact that girls present at one of the distribution locations (markets, outside public schools, clinics) have both a high (but inferior to one) probability of having received a voucher and should have similar characteristics: they randomly administer individual questionnaires to female adolescents 3 to 15 months after the vouchers have been distributed, at the locations where most of the vouchers were given. Survey respondents are then considered as being girls who had the same probability of receiving a voucher. The authors advance that the fact that some had received a voucher while some did not was actually random. However, recipients and non-recipients display differences in observable characteristics, suggesting that they are not comparable. The authors argue that once they adjust for differences across survey sites (schools, markets, neighborhoods), the reception of a voucher was correlated with a significantly higher use of sexual and reproductive health care services. Sandiford et al. (2002) [130] use this data to conclude that, thanks to the program, 40% of the sex workers in the capital city have benefited from STI treatment. However, it is impossible to attribute this utilization rate to the voucher
program as we do not know whether, in the absence of this policy, the share of sex workers using STI treatment would have been lower.

In 2006, the government of Kenya, in collaboration with the German Development Bank created a voucher scheme in order to increase access to family planning services in three districts and two slums of Nairobi. The program offered the possibility for women below a given poverty threshold to buy a $1.25 voucher that could be used in participating public and private health facilities in exchange of “long-acting and permanent methods” (LAPM) of contraception (sterilization, IUCD or implants). Surprisingly, the results of this program have been disappointing: according to Arur et al. (2009) [14], only 41% of the vouchers sold were actually used. This might come either from the fact that the low uptake of reproductive health care is not primarily due to budget constraints, or from other barriers such as difficulties in accessing participating health facilities. In the absence of randomization, Obare et al. (2013) [116] use a comparison group to evaluate whether exposure to the program increases the use of family planning services. They consider that women living within a 5-kilometer radius of a facility participating in the program since 2006 were exposed to the voucher program, compared to women living in non-vouchers site (never exposed) or within a 5-kilometer radius of a facility that entered the program the program in 2010 (not exposed from 2006 to 2010). A survey of 2,527 women living in those districts first reveals that there is no difference across groups in awareness of family planning. In addition, women living in neighborhood exposed to the program were not significantly more likely to have used LAPM compared to those never exposed to the voucher scheme. The authors advance that these findings may reflect a lack of demand for these specific contraceptive methods, or a failure in the promotion of the program since only 25% of the women exposed to the program since 2006 were aware of its existence.

Taken together, the Kenyan experience suggests several conditions for the success of a voucher scheme. First, budget constraints need to be the primary reason for the lack of use of the targeted health care services (Arur et al., 2009) [14]. Second, the schemes should encompass other potential barriers to access, such as transportation costs, and finally, voucher programs should be accompanied by an adequate communication campaign (Obare et al., 2013) [116]. The Kenyan program did not meet at least the first two conditions. However, results should be interpreted with caution, as there are significant differences in observable characteristics between the different groups compared. In addition, the definition of “exposure to the program” is arbitrary and could underestimate the impact of the program: it is possible that either some women not living within the 5-kilometer radius were actually using the
Voucher schemes have also been extensively used in order to increase access to maternal health care services. Such programs are directly related to the target of “reducing the global maternal mortality ratio to less than 70 per 100,000 live births” by 2030, defined by the SDG. Antenatal care and institutional deliveries are key in reaching this goal, but their use is still far from being universal. Again, the issue seems often more related to demand-side factors (Bellows, 2012) [24] - such as lack of knowledge, inability to pay for these services, or cultural barriers - that vouchers have the potential to influence. In parallel to its reproductive health voucher program, Kenya has implemented a similar scheme for maternal health in the same three districts and two slums of Nairobi. It is especially relevant in a country where 56% of births are delivered at home (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, 2010) [118]. Women under a defined poverty threshold were eligible to buy a 2.50$ voucher giving access to a package of antenatal care, institutional delivery and post-natal care in both selected public and private facilities at a subsidized price.

Obare et al. (2013) [116] use the same sample of 2,527 women to compare the use of maternal health care and share of institutional deliveries between women considered as being exposed to the voucher program and women who were not. The authors find no significant differences in the share of women who made four or more antenatal visits, nor in the share of women who visited a facility in the first semester of their pregnancy, with respect to their exposure status. However, the share of institutional delivery (as opposed to home delivery) were significantly higher in sub-locations exposed to the voucher program since 2006 compared to the other areas. The authors estimate that women exposed to the scheme were twice as likely to give birth in a health facility or under skilled care than the ones living in non-vouchers areas. Similarly, the voucher scheme also seems to have a positive impact on the use of postnatal care, as the share of women who use such services is significantly higher among women exposed to the program. In a subsequent analysis, exploiting two rounds of survey, Obare et al. (2014) [115] confirm these results by showing that the share of institutional deliveries significantly increased over time in voucher-exposed communities only. Interestingly, although this change occurred in both public and private facilities, the increase was more important in the latter, which might reflect the fact that women who could not afford health care in private facilities before the program used the voucher to do so. Unfortunately, Obare et al. (2013) [116] show that the program failed to close the gap between poor and non-poor women in use of maternal health care services:

“poor women were, however, significantly less likely to have delivered at a health facility, have been assisted by a skilled provider during delivery, or have received postnatal care services compared with their non-poor counterparts.

26These results should be assessed keeping in mind the methodological caveats detailed above.
regardless of exposure to the programme”. This suggests that the voucher program fails to tackle all the dimensions constraining women access to such services.

As noted by Obare et al. (2013) [116], Bangladesh might have applied a more suitable maternal health care voucher program by taking care of transportation costs for voucher users, while making sure that selected facilities are close enough to potential beneficiaries. The scheme gives access to free health services for poor pregnant women, who, in addition, receive financial incentives for delivery with a skilled provider (either at home or at a health facility). The program also encompasses the supply-side as it offers financial incentives to providers that serve voucher patients. However, although being opened to both public and private health providers conditional on pre-defined quality standards, Hatt et al. (2010) [78] note that very few private providers actually participated in the program. This is due to both their absence from the poor areas targeted by the program, where they face weak incentives to locate, and to the possibly insufficient reimbursements rates offered by the scheme. Even though the program seems to be correlated with an increased access to maternal health services (Schmidt et al., 2010 [131]; Hatt et al., 2010 [78]; Nguyen et al., 2012 [114]), Schmidt et al. (2010) [131] underline that “the choice of providers in practice is extremely limited”. Ahmed and Mahmud Khan (2011) [4] conclude that the program might be more successful if combined with supply-side subsidies incentivizing private providers to relocate to under-served areas. Then, designing a voucher scheme allowing a government to harness the capacity of private health providers appears to be particularly tricky.

In 2006, the government of Gujarat, acknowledging the fact that Indian public facilities often “lack the capacity and reach to serve many rural areas” (Mohanan et al., 2014) [106], designed a public-private partnership specifically aimed at taking advantage of the large presence of the private sector in the state, the Chiranjeevi Scheme. The program delivered vouchers to pregnant women living under the poverty line, entitling them to free institutional delivery. In addition, the scheme was covering travel expenses of the beneficiary and of the accompanying person (Bhat et al., 2009) [27]. As noted by Mohanan et al. (2014) [106], many cross-sectional or before-after studies concluded that the program was highly effective at increasing the share of institutional deliveries (Bhat et al., 2009) [27]. However, implementing a difference-in-differences, the authors show that these results were mostly reflecting the bias from either self-selection of pregnant women into the scheme based on specific characteristics or time trends, since the rate of institutional deliveries might have increased even in the absence of the voucher program. They use the timing of implementation of the scheme across the different districts of Gujarat to identify whether changes in
the share of institutional deliveries were linked to the introduction of the voucher program across districts. They conclude that the program was not associated with a significant increase in the probability of institutional delivery or in the use of antenatal and postnatal services. On top of the presence of time-varying confounding factors that could bias the results, Mohanan et al. (2014) [106] advance two other possible explanations for these disappointing findings. First, it might be that the perceived quality of the private facilities participating in the program was low so that women did not want to use their services, even for free. It is indeed possible that the voucher scheme alone failed to provide the right incentives to health providers to improve their quality. The second possibility is that institutional deliveries in private hospitals were not actually free of charge, even for women benefiting from a voucher. Indeed, Mohanan et al. (2014) [106] find that the program has not been associated with a decrease in out-of-pocket expenditures related to institutional deliveries. This suggests that participating private providers might still charge fees or increase side-expenditures, not covered by the voucher program. For example, it has been reported that institutional deliveries were associated with larger expenditures on medicines for poor women benefiting from the program compared to poor women who did not receive a voucher (Bhat et al., 2009) [27]. Then, in the absence of specific regulations and monitoring, out-of-pocket expenditures charged by private providers might then offset the benefits of the voucher.

A last type of voucher program, giving access for free or at subsidized prices to insecticide-treated bed-nets (ITNs) that are an important tool in the prevention of malaria, has been particularly popular in developing countries. The public-private partnership implemented in Tanzania to launch such a scheme has received quite a lot of attention, although no rigorous evaluations has been conducted. Still, some studies offer useful information to assess the success of the program in increasing the use of ITNs. After some pilot projects and the use of social marketing interventions, two schemes were actually implemented in parallel from 2002: one was targeting pregnant women who, during their first antenatal care visit, received a voucher giving access to a ITN at a subsidized price after payment of a top-up to participating private retailers, while the second was directed at under-5 children (Donaldson and Thiede, 2011) [50]. Early studies, focusing on the initial PPP projects, find that the use of ITNs vouchers by pregnant women was rather low. For example, Marchant et al. (2002) [97], using a survey of pregnant women living in one of the areas of implementation of the program, find that only 33% of the 505 pregnant women who were interviewed were using an ITN. The main issue does not seem to be a misuse of the voucher, but rather a lack of awareness about the program, and implementation failures. Indeed, the large majority of individuals who received
a voucher used it to acquire an ITN (Marchant et al., 2002 [97]; Tami et al., 2006 [134]). In addition, Tami et al. (2006) [134] report that “94% of the ITNs bought with vouchers were used by those intended, women and children under 5 years”, demonstrating that the acquisition of a voucher translated into its effective utilization. However, very few people actually knew about the program (Mushi et al. 2003) [111]: two years after it started, less than half of the women with children under five surveyed had heard about the scheme and less than 12% had the chance to receive a voucher. Similarly, Marchant et al. (2002) [97] outline that while 28% of all the women interviewed had heard about the program, only 2% actually received a voucher through the scheme. The authors note that this could come from the fact that the voucher scheme was relatively new at the time of the interview, and that there had been problems with its implementation: some health workers appeared to be reluctant to distribute vouchers, while some retailers refused to exchange ITNs against the voucher. Overall, acknowledging that vouchers for ITNs have the potential to increase their use by vulnerable individuals, Tami et al. (2006) [134] recommend to implement major promotion campaigns in order to increase awareness of the scheme, as well as of its eligibility criteria. In addition, they underline that clinics and, to some extent, retailers should be increasingly monitored in order to make sure they correctly implement the scheme.

Overall, due to the lack of robustness of the studies reviewed here, it seems difficult to reach clearcut conclusions on the impact of voucher programs on the use of health care services. The conclusion that can be drawn rather relates to a set of necessary conditions that should accompany voucher programs. First, financial constraints should be identified as an actual barrier to utilization for voucher schemes to be successful. Second, promotion campaigns should be implemented in order for people to be aware of the programs. Finally, monitoring seems required in order to make sure the scheme is properly implemented.

Another type of demand-side interventions, conditional cash transfers (CCT), actually require similar conditions to be effective. We review here CCT specifically directed at health, and not bundled with other type of conditions such as school attendance. In addition, as not all CCT programs fall under the scope of PPPs, we restrict our review to those schemes that explicitly involve private health care providers. Some CCT programs of this type exist and have been evaluated. For example, in 2005, the government of India launched a CCT program, the Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY), aimed at incentivizing women to give birth in a health facility. Eligible women were entitled to receive between 600 and 1000 Indian rupees in urban areas and between 700 and 1400 rupees in rural areas after

\[27\] For example, we do not include studies covering the Nicaraguan Red de Protección Social program or the Indonesian PKH and Generasi CCT programs, to the extent that, although these schemes involved private health care providers, they encompassed conditions based on both education and health.
delivery in a government or accredited private health facility. Exploiting two rounds of a national health interview survey, Lim et al. (2010) [94] implement a difference-in-differences to evaluate the impact of this program on the use of institutional delivery and antenatal care. They find that receiving a payment from the JSY significantly increased the use of antenatal care and in-facility deliveries, although confidence intervals are large. Of course, the robustness of this study is limited by the fact that time-varying confounding factors are likely to be correlated with the selection of women in the scheme. In addition, even if these findings look promising, the authors note that the program failed to reach the most deprived part of the population, suggesting that an “improvement of the targeting of this programme is required”. They underline that communication strategies that do not require to be literate should be implemented, while program authorities should ensure that remote health facilities are accredited to participate in the scheme.

One can note that demand-side interventions give rise to many issues related to the fact that the supply-side is not monitored adequately. Another type of public-private partnerships, the “pay-for-performance” model, might solve this issue by involving a strict monitoring of the supply side: such contracts are aimed at providing health providers with financial incentives based on their success in achieving specific outcomes and/or a pre-determined level of service quality. This kind of policies can increase service utilization by motivating health providers to improve outreach interventions, reduce their user fees, adapt their clinic hours, or stimulate improvements in technical quality and responsiveness (Eichler, 2006) [53]. Unfortunately, Huillery and Seban (2014) [85] underline that most of the studies evaluating performance-based-financing policies in health care use simple before/after comparison or non-credible comparison groups, so that their estimates are likely to be biased by time trends or confounding factors. They acknowledge that the only scheme that has been studied rigorously is the Rwandan one, through evaluations combining randomization and a difference-in-differences (Basinga et al., 2011 [23]; Gertler and Vermeersh, 2013 [69]). However, it is highly unclear whether the government of Rwanda involved private health care centers in its pay-for-performance program, so we do not review this study.

Still, there exist some evidence of the impact of performance-based financing. Soeters et al. (2011) [133] study the effectiveness of a performance-based-financing program launched in two districts of the Democratic Republic of Congo, offering payments for specific health services to independent health facilities, while encouraging them to develop subcontracts with private providers. Using two rounds of survey conducted in the treated districts

28The health care services chosen to receive subsidies include “outpatient department consultancies, number of bed days, fully immunizing a child before twelve months of age, construction of a household pit latrine, and use by a woman of oral or injectable contraceptives.”
as well as two neighboring districts before and after the start of the program, and controlling for time-invariant confounding factors by implementing a difference-in-differences, the authors find that the change in the share of pregnant women delivering at a health facility (rather than at home) was 21 percentage points higher in control districts, and that the scheme did not significantly improved the use of other health care goods and services such as ITNs, antenatal care, use of modern family planning methods or visit to a health facility when being sick. These surprising findings might be explained by the increased investments made by non-governmental organizations in control districts’ health facilities. In addition, the scheme allowed treated facilities to negotiate their user fees with the community they served, while control facilities’ user fees were regulated. This might have resulted in higher user fees in districts where the program was implemented, thus explaining the findings. It thus seems important that user fees regulations complement any performance-based financing schemes.

Zang et al. (2015) [145] implement a strategy similar to the one of the previous study in order to evaluate the impact of a performance-based-financing pre-pilot in Cameroon, launched in four health districts in 2011. Combining propensity-score matching and a difference-in-differences to control for observable and unobservable constant confounding factors, they report that the scheme did not significantly increase utilization of health care services such as outpatient consultation, vaccination of children, modern contraceptive methods, institutional delivery, antenatal care or antitetanic vaccination for pregnant women. However, the authors note that these findings might come from the high utilization of such services at baseline, implying that the margin for improvement was really small. In 2012, the government expanded the program to additional districts of the North West, South West, and East regions. Health facilities in selected districts were randomly assigned to one of four groups: performance-based financing; same monitoring, supervision and financial resources than performance-based financing but without financial incentives linked to performance; same supervision and monitoring; pure control group. Despite having been randomized, some baseline characteristics appear to be unbalanced. In a study evaluating the scheme, De Walque et al. (2017) [137] attenuate this issue by combining a difference-in-differences to the ex-ante randomization, exploiting baseline and follow-up household and health facility surveys. However, they also note that, ideally, the randomization should have been conducted at the district level since the proximity between heath facilities belonging to different treatment groups might allow them to influence each other. Another issue is that the household-level analysis

---

29 The latter outcome appears to be positively impacted by the program but this is only significant at the 10 percent level.

30 The performance-based financing package includes payments linked to both the quantity of certain services provided and the quality of care, measured by indicators such as the number of “new cases of STIs diagnosed and correctly treated in the month according to national protocols”. The services encompassed by the performance payments include curative care (number of outpatient consultation, number of hospital bed days...), preventive care (vaccination, STI treatments, TB treatments,...) and reproductive health care. In addition, independent monitoring is performed.
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suffers from an attenuation bias to the extent that the treatment variable is incorrectly measured: the authors arbitrarily assumed that household members use the closest health facility, while data show it is not the case for a substantial share of them. Fortunately, estimates from the household-level specifications are complemented by the ones from the facility survey, which do not suffer from measurement errors. Overall, although imperfect, the empirical strategy implemented in this paper offers one of the most rigorous evaluation of a performance-based-financing policy. Regarding the utilization of health care services, the findings from the household-level data are similar to the ones from the pre-pilot program. Performance-based-financing did not significantly increase the use of antenatal care, postnatal care, modern contraception methods, tetanus vaccination for pregnant women, ITNs, nor the share of delivery assisted by a skilled health worker. This lack of significance does not seem to fully come from the attenuation bias as some facility-level and household-level estimates are consistent. Still, they display significant differences since the analysis at the survey-level reveals that performance-based-financing did significantly increase the use of tetanus vaccination for pregnant women, postnatal care and modern contraception. Overall, estimates robust across the different specifications allow us to conclude that the program has non-negligible positive impacts on utilization of health care services since it significantly increases HIV testing and vaccination coverage for both children and pregnant women. Similarly to Zang et al. (2015) [145], the authors suggest that the absence of significant impact on antenatal care or institutional deliveries might be explained by the already high level of utilization of such services at baseline. Another possible explanation is the level of user fees, which might act as a “barrier on the demand-side”. They thus suggest that, conditional on the actual use of certain health care services being low, the government should combine such supply-side policies to demand-side ones - such as voucher schemes.

Finally, Huillery and Seban (2014) [85] provide another set of robust estimates of the impact of a performance-based-financing policy by studying a mechanism through which the Congolese government links payment to health facilities to the number of patients for some pre-determined health services. As part of a research project running from 2009 to 2013 in the Haut-Katanga district, the government randomly assigned its 96 health areas to either a treatment group - receiving performance-based payments - or a control group - receiving fixed payment of the same amount than the treated group to abstract from resource effects. The authors find that the policy did not have any significant impact on the utilization of any health care services, including the share of individuals who got sick but did not visit a health care facility, tuberculosis vaccination, institutional delivery, antenatal and postnatal

31 The targeted services were outpatient first curative consultations, prenatal consultations, deliveries, obstetric referral, children complete vaccination, tetanus toxoid vaccination, and family planning consultations.
care or modern contraceptives. These results seem all the more surprising given that the program did significantly decrease user fees, facilities were incentivized to implement strategies aimed at attracting more patients, and health workers significantly augmented the number of preventive sessions organized at facility and the number of outreach activities in the community, aimed at making people aware of the services available. Contrary to previous studies, this cannot be explained by the fact that utilization rates were already high at baseline. The authors suggest that health care services do not fall in the category of normal goods. However, another possibility is that households’ budget is so tight that they cannot afford even cheaper health services. In this case, a combination of vouchers with performance-based financing would make sense. The authors also note that one possibility is that the decrease in user fees has been understood as a signal of bad quality. However, this is not fully convincing since, if it was the case, we would observe a significant decrease in utilization of health care services in treatment relatively to control areas. Still, it is true that quality improvements might attract more patients. Performance-based financing should not only be based on the quantity of patients served but also on the quality of services offered, unlike what has been implemented in the Congolese context. Overall, the authors conclude that, while the health care providers proved unable to increase the utilization of health services, “specific interventions to stimulate demand for health may be combined with supply-side interventions like PBF,” such as “interventions to improve awareness about the benefits of health products or to help people overcome behavioral issues like procrastination.”

It seems difficult to infer general lessons on the potential for PPPs in health to improve service utilization. One reason is that it exists many forms of such interventions, which might differently impact our outcomes of interest. In addition, the literature is highly scattered, in the sense that very few papers exist on each possible type of PPPs, and that they are of unequal quality. Still, one general lesson that can be derived from the studies reviewed here is that, given the complexity PPPs in health can display, a proper diagnosis of the situation has to be made ex ante to understand the reasons of service under-utilization: is the issue a lack of demand for health services? If yes, can it be explained by a lack of awareness on the benefits of health care, by credit constraints, or by the poor quality of the services offered? The answers to these questions could help choose the adequate type of PPP to implement. In addition, an important consensus that seem to be reached through the different studies reviewed here is the necessity of combining demand- and supply-side policies in order to effectively increase health care utilization.

---

For example, while franchising can be understood as a type of health PPP, we were not able to find papers covering franchising policies directed at private health facilities implemented by a government, and not by the private sector.
5.2 Quality of Services, Patient Satisfaction and Health-Related Outcomes

As happened in education, for which the large increase in enrollment rates has been followed by a learning crisis, increases in health care services utilization may be necessary but not sufficient to improve health-related outcomes in the population. Quality of health care is also an important determinant of the latter. And contrary to what happened in education, the switch of focus of health policymakers from coverage to quality has not yet fully happened, as many health care goods and services are still largely under-utilized.

One important limitation is that, unlike learning which can be assessed through standardized test scores, there is not a unique way to measure health. In addition, health data are difficult to collect, given medical secret and privacy regulations, so that fewer studies exist. The different papers reviewed here use a broad range of health-related outcomes, spanning from maternal morbidity to patient satisfaction and health workers’ effort.

Voucher programs, when competitive, allow patients to choose their preferred health-care provider. The latter have thus an incentive to compete in order to attract more patients. This should translate in health care quality improvements and ultimately lead to better health outcomes in the population (Obare et al., 2013) [116]. In a study of the Nicaraguan reproductive health voucher program directed at adolescents, Meuwissen et al. (2006) [102] underline how doctors’ knowledge, attitudes and practices related to sexual and reproductive health care services for adolescents translate into poor health care quality. Interviews conducted with health care workers before the implementation of the program reveal that doctors are “reluctant to prescribe contraceptives to younger adolescents”, while they lack knowledge on contraceptive methods, STIs and syndromic treatment. Despite studying only a small sample, the authors argue that doctors working in public clinics scored significantly worse than private doctors in term of their attitude towards contraceptive methods accessibility and medical knowledge. Thus, it again underlines the importance of involving private clinics through health PPPs. However, although informative with respect to the factors of low health care quality, the before-after comparison implemented by the authors is too loose to be interpreted as the program’s impact on doctors’ attitudes and knowledge. A somewhat more rigorous study has been conducted to evaluate the impact of the voucher program for maternal health implemented in Bangladesh. However, as underlined above, private health providers did not face the right incentives to participate in the program. Then, the promising findings coming from the comparison of health-related outcomes in program intervention sub-districts to matched control ones cannot be interpreted as improvements from the involvement of private health providers in health care delivery.\footnote{Hatt et al. (2010) [78] find that the incidence of stillbirths and of newborn deaths is significantly lower in the sub-districts where...} Finally, studies evaluating the Chiranjeevi Yojana scheme have been able to
retrieve its impact on maternal health outcomes. The most rigorous one, using a difference-in-differences, is the work conducted by Mohanan et al. (2014) [106], already discussed above. The authors report that the probability of delivery with complications - including “prolonged and obstructed labour, excessive bleeding, breech presentation, convulsions, hypertension, fever, incontinence or other birth-related problems” - did not significantly decrease after the introduction of the program. This might not be surprising given that we already underlined that the scheme did not increase the proportion of deliveries in health facilities. However, it is particularly alarming to the extent that, 54% of women interviewed by Mohanan et al. (2014) [106] suffered from delivery complications. Finally, we also have to note that, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no study evaluating the impact of ITNs voucher programs on health-related outcomes. However, again, the possibility to detect that such programs improve health-related outcomes relies on the fact that they actually increase ITNs utilization, which does not seem to have been the case in the previously mentioned ITNs studies. Overall, this review underlines the broad lack of research evaluating the impact of vouchers scheme on health-related outcomes. In addition, to be informative and help design health PPPs, future studies should particularly focus on disentangling the channels through which voucher programs improve (or not) health outcomes. In particular, the following questions should be addressed: is the improvement only mechanical, following from an increase in the use of health services? Is part of these improvements related to better quality of care? Or, on the contrary, does the poor quality of care limit the extent to which increases in health care utilization translate into better health outcomes?

The number of studies evaluating the health-related impacts of PPP for conditional-cash transfers program is also limited, but can be explained by the narrowness of the definition we use, implying that very few CCT programs can be considered as a PPP. Lim et al. (2010) [94], in their evaluation of the Janani Suraksha Yojana CCT program, are able to measure the program’s impacts on maternal health outcomes through a difference-in-differences analysis. Their findings are surprising as they report that, although the scheme significantly increased the share of in-facility deliveries and the use of antenatal care, it failed to decrease significantly the number of perinatal, neonatal and maternal deaths. However, the authors themselves recognize that their study was largely under-powered, as suggested by the very wide confidence intervals they report. Then, they speculate that “the reason a significant effect was not noted [...] is most likely due to inadequate statistical power rather than a lack of an effect.” Still, this supposition should be backed up by rigorous empirical evidence, as many other things might be at play and could explain a failure of the scheme to improve health outcomes. For example, it is possible

the program has been implemented compared to the control ones.
that while increasing maternal health care and institutional delivery utilization, the scheme has participated in
the deterioration of the quality of these services: the authors indeed mention that the JSY has led to “increased
workloads and reduced quality of care in health facilities”, resulting in, for example, early discharge after delivery.
Another possibility is that the ex-ante quality of care offered by health facilities was so poor that, even if the
scheme did not actually deteriorate it, it prevented the observed increase in utilization to channel into better health
outcomes. Overall, no conclusion can be made on the impact of this CCT program on health-related outcomes from
this study only so that, as suggested by the authors themselves, “further investments in monitoring and evaluation
— including both impact and process evaluation — are imperative to improve understanding of the association
between JSY and health outcomes”. This advice seems relevant to the full set of ongoing and future health PPP
programs.

Pay-for-performance schemes might be more directly associated to improvements in health-related outcomes and
health care quality than demand-side initiatives. It is indeed the case that each of the performance-based-financing
studies presented in the previous subsection evaluate the impact of the scheme on quality of health care and/or
health-outcomes. Through a difference-in-differences, Soeters et al. (2011) [133] report that patient-perceived
quality increased significantly more in the Congolese participating districts than in the control ones. However,
patient perceived-satisfaction is an imperfect indicator of quality of care. For example, patients may interpret the
increase in user fees in some participating health facilities as a signal of quality. A less subjective quality indicator,
qualified staff in the participating health centers, increased by twenty-three percentage points in health facilities
located in participating districts compared to only eight percentage points in control districts. This improvement
reflects the fact that participating health facilities hired new qualified staff but also involved the private health
providers through subcontracts. It would have been interesting to know whether, despite the lack of impact on
health care utilization reported in the previous section, quality enhancements alone improved health outcomes.
Unfortunately, no results are reported with respect to the latter, certainly due to data limitations.

Findings appear to be similar in Cameroon, where Zang et al. (2015) [145] combine a difference-in-differences
with propensity-score matching in order to evaluate the performance-based-financing pre-pilot implemented in 2011.
Indeed, while the program failed to increase health service utilization, it appears to have significantly improved
several dimensions of health care quality, measured through a “health facility quality checklist” completed at
the time of the health facility survey.\footnote{The improvements happened along the following dimensions: institutional quality, outpatient care quality, maternity care quality,} One difference with the previous study is that the program did not
significantly impact the number of staff per facility. Although there is again no assessment of the impact of the pilot program on health-related outcomes, the authors note that, at least in urban settings, “quality of care seems to be the most likely area for improvement as there may be little room to improve health service utilization in many settings.” Actually, the evaluation conducted after the expansion of the program to new districts, in which health facilities were randomly assigned to different treatment and control groups, shed light on the impact of performance-based-financing on a broader set of outcomes. Combining the ex-ante randomization with a difference-in-differences strategy, de Walque et al. (2017) [137] first show that the overall satisfaction score reported by women who attended antenatal care consultations increased in performance-based-financing facilities compared to control facilities, although this result is only marginally significant (p-value=0.086). Over 12 indicators of quality, their satisfaction increased significantly with respect to the cleanliness of the health facility, the level of privacy during the visit, the adequateness of the opening hours and the communication with the health worker, which seems to indicate that some efforts have been made by participating health facilities in order to attract more patients. The significant increase in overall satisfaction with respect to child health consultations confirms this further. However, these increases in overall patients’ satisfaction failed to channel into actual improvements in the quality of care, measured through standardized checklists completed by enumerators while observing antenatal care and children consultations.35

Interestingly, to understand whether the program translated into quality changes at the facility level, an analysis of health workers satisfaction and availability of drugs and equipment is also performed. The authors find that the program significantly improved their satisfaction regarding the overall physical conditions of the facility building, and the quantity and quality of the equipment available in the health facility, which is confirmed by the analysis of the health facilities’ equipment which has significantly increased over time compared to control facilities. In addition, the number of nurses per facility also increased significantly over time in participating facilities compared to control facilities. However, the performance-based-financing program failed to impact significantly the quantity and quality of drugs (such as paracetamol, amoxicillin tabs or syrup, ORS, iron tabs, and cotrimoxazole, but also malaria treatment medicines and vaccines) available in the health facility. This might explain why no changes are reported by health workers with respect to their perceived ability to provide high quality care given the working conditions in the facility. Overall, the authors conclude that performance-based financing is an effective mechanism

family planning health care quality, vaccination and antenatal care quality, as well as supply availability.

35The checklists comprised information on whether health workers were performing pre-defined routine activities, such as washing their hands, asking questions about the child’s health status, checking HIV status, testing for syphilis, and providing malaria prophylaxis.
in improving the structural quality of care, although they also note that monitored facilities in which payments were not linked to performance observed relatively similar improvements than in the performance-based-financing facilities. On the other hand, facilities which were both supervised and monitored without additional financing display few improvements relatively to control facilities. Hence, what matters most seems to be the allocation of additional resources to health facilities to allow them to upgrade the quality of their equipment and infrastructure. Still, other mechanisms should be explored in order to improve the overall quality of care.

Finally, Huillery and Seban (2014) [85] also study quality outcomes in the performance-based-financing launched by the Congolese government. They find no significant differences between treated and control health facilities with respect to consultation time, patients’ understanding of health services, patients’ satisfaction or, maybe more importantly, health workers’ compliance rate with standard medical procedures. They note that this non-significant change in service quality was expected to the extent that the incentives were based on volume of services rather than on quality, similarly to the previous scheme.36 In fact, given the decrease in user fees and the failure of the program to increase service utilization, participating health facilities reported significantly lower total financial resources than comparison health facilities. This led to a significant negative impact of the scheme on both the quantity and quality of equipment and infrastructure. Unsurprisingly given its failure to increase either utilization or quality of health services, the program did not improved population health status, measured by under-five children weight-for-height z-score, number of female death for perinatal reasons, and number of deaths of children under five. Overall, as already mentioned, complementary demand-side interventions might be needed in order to significantly increase service utilization under a performance-based-payment scheme, but Huillery and Seban (2014) [85] also underline the need to include financial incentives linked to service quality.

In addition to the lack of success of the program, the authors also underline how incentives payments could backfire by crowding-out workers’ intrinsic motivation. They provide evidence that it actually is the case as the positive impact (significant at the 10% level) of the program on staff attendance was completely and significantly reversed once the scheme was withdrawn. They thus recommend that performance-based-financing programs should be used as a permanent policy in order to avoid such detrimental impacts, which are likely to decrease service quality.

Overall, it is again difficult to draw a general conclusion on the impact of PPPs on health-related outcomes from the studies reviewed in this section. For voucher and CCT programs, it is impossible to conclude whether an absence

36 Indeed, as already mentioned, payments were linked to the number of patients for some pre-determined health services such as outpatient first curative consultations, prenatal consultations, deliveries, obstetric referral, children complete vaccination, tetanus toxoid vaccination, and family planning consultations.
of health improvement comes from the failure of the schemes to increase utilization and to increase competition or if it would have failed anyway due to the poor quality of services offered. Findings are somewhat more informative for pay-for-performance programs. Such programs appear to be more likely to improve the “structural quality of care”. Interestingly, the allocation of additional resources to health facilities rather than incentives payments might be the main determinant of these improvements. However, an alternative that should be explored by future studies is to link payments to the quality of the service directly, rather than to its quantity. In any case, authors underline that such supply-side policies should be coupled with demand-side interventions, which would boost the financial resources available to health facilities. Finally, this literature is limited by the lack of data capturing health status.

5.3 Segregation

As already underlined, we are unaware of studies evaluating PPPs based on differentiating between participating private and public health facilities. Then, contrary to the section studying PPPs in education, we will be unable to discuss the potential impact of health PPPs on segregation with respect to health care, i.e. whether PPPs in health drive some individuals to use private or public health facilities based on their characteristics. Fortunately, segregation might not be a key determinant of health-related outcomes.

Indeed, as mentioned when studying education, segregation seems to emerge anyway as soon as different types of health facilities co-exist within a system. However, while for education peer-effects were appearing within a classroom, making segregation detrimental even when school quality was kept constant, within-facility health spillovers should actually be negligible. Then, stratification in health facilities based on patients’ characteristics would not matter as long as public authorities ensure that the different types of facilities follow the same standards with respect to both quality and accessibility. What matters in then to bring improvements directly to the poor and under-served individuals.

Overall, although PPPs might increase stratification by creating different health systems, they should not widen health gaps in the population to the extent that within-facility health spillovers should be negligible. In fact, if PPPs allow to increase the quantity and quality of the health services available to the more deprived population, such policies should participate in closing the existing health gaps.
5.4 Cost-Effectiveness

While the impact of PPPs in health on user fees and health facilities’ revenues has briefly been mentioned in the previous sections, we also want to understand whether such interventions are cost-effective. Similarly to education, few studies seem to have implemented such cost-effectiveness analyses of PPPs in health care. Regarding voucher programs, Borghi et al. (2005) [35] try to assess the cost-effectiveness of the scheme implemented in the capital city of Nicaragua, Managua, which gave access to free STI testing and treatment, health education and condoms in both private and public health facilities for at-risk groups. They estimate the outcomes and costs of the ongoing project but also the ones that would have been incurred in the absence of the scheme, i.e. in the “status quo situation.” They conclude that the voucher program was an “effective and efficient means of targeting and effectively curing STIs in high-risk groups.” Indeed, according to their calculations, the average cost of the voucher scheme per STI cured went from US$200 in the absence of the program to US$118 under the voucher scheme. In addition, even though the authors estimate that the average cost per consultation was higher under the scheme (US$41 compared to US$12), they underline that their analysis does not capture the number of additional STI, and particularly HIV, cases averted through behavioral changes promoted by the program.

A range of studies have focused on evaluating the cost-effectiveness of the ITN voucher schemes implemented by the government of Tanzania through PPPs. Hanson et al. (2003) [74] estimate the cost-effectiveness of the earliest of these schemes, implemented in two rural districts from July 1996 to June 2000. They estimate that “the cost per death averted associated with treated nets was US$ 1559 and the corresponding cost per DALY averted was US$57”. Focusing on the subsequent program, the Tanzania National Voucher Scheme, Mulligan et al. (2008) [109] estimate that, given the number of ITNs and re-treatment kits distributed through the scheme between 2004 and 2006 and their utilization rates, the intervention has resulted in “a total of 2,499,042 treated net years and a cost per treated net year of $4.23”. Using estimates of ITN effectiveness from the literature with respect to the number of children deaths avoided and to the incidence of malaria, the authors compute that the governmental program might have allowed to avoid “12,039 child deaths at an economic cost of $873 per child death averted” and 794,995 malaria cases at a cost of $13 per malaria case averted. This appraisal allows the authors to conclude that the Tanzanian PPP was a “a cost-effective strategy for delivering subsidized ITNs to targeted vulnerable groups”.
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6 Conclusion

This literature review is an attempt to summarize the state of the empirical analysis about the impact of PPPs in key sectors – infrastructure (defined to encompass energy, transport, water and sanitation, and telecommunications), education, and health - while shedding light on what remains to be studied. We have focused first on the impact of PPPs on efficiency, and examined whenever possible, the implications in terms of potential trade-offs between coverage and affordability.

Overall the findings are mixed. While there is some evidence of efficiency gains stemming from the implementation of PPPs, especially in infrastructure and education, it is hard to conclude unambiguously that PPPs are always the best solution. Regarding infrastructure, most of the literature struggles to convincingly address the fundamental selection issues and provide a satisfactory counterfactual to PPP projects. In education, while some programs appear to have been successful, this seems to depend crucially on their design and scale, and PPPs are also associated with an increase in school segregation. Finally, the state of knowledge is still quite limited when it comes to PPPs in health. We conclude that the jury is still very much out, and that more good quality studies with convincing identification strategies are needed.
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